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Summary
Channel simulation models have proved to be an indispensable tool for designing
mobile radio ommuniation systems. By means of omputer simulations design-
ers are able to assess the performane of wireless ommuniation systems under
various propagation onditions without resorting to eld trials, whih are ostly
and time onsuming. The eetiveness of using hannel simulation models to a
large extend depends on how aurate the models are in reeting the most impor-
tant harateristis of real-world wave propagation environments. Clearly, when
the parameters of a hannel simulation model are determined from measurement
data, a higher level of auray an be expeted.
In this dissertation, we desribe two approahes to designing measurement-
based simulation models for mobile wireless ommuniation hannels. The rst
method allows synthesizing hannel transfer funtions with joint spatial-temporal-
frequeny orrelation properties approximating those of real-world radio hannels.
The parameters of a hannel simulator are determined by tting the spae-time-
frequeny orrelation matrix of the simulation model to the estimated spae-time-
frequeny orrelation matrix of a physial hannel. For this purpose, an iterative
parameter omputation algorithm has been developed. In the seond approah,
a multihannel two-dimensional autoregressive model is proposed for simulating
multiple-input multiple-output wideband mobile wireless hannels. The param-
eters of the autoregressive models are estimated from real-world measurement
data. We also address the problem of possible instability of the multihannel two-
dimensional autoregressive model and develop a model stabilization proedure,
whih is based on numerial optimization tehniques.
The methods proposed for designing measurement-based hannel simulation
models presume stationarity of radio hannels. We disuss a new test for de-
termining the time intervals, over whih a wireless hannel an be onsidered
stationary. The stationarity intervals are identied by omparing the delay power
spetral densities estimated at dierent time instanes. The test is appliable to
single-input single-output as well as to multiple-input multiple-output real-world
wireless hannels.
In this thesis, we also investigate the problem of estimating the veloity of mo-
bile stations. In partiular, we analyze to what extend the veloity estimation an
i
ii Summary
be improved in wideband mobile stations equipped with multiple antennas. For
this purpose, a simple algorithm, whih is suitable for real-time implementations,
has been developed.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 Classiation of Measurement-Based Channel
Models
In the development and performane evaluation of wireless ommuniation sys-
tems, hannel models play an important role. Wireless hannel models mathe-
matially desribe the essential properties of propagation environments, i.e., the
properties that have onsiderable impat on the performane of radio ommuni-
ation systems. In reent years, a number of wireless hannel models have been
proposed in the literature, see, e.g., [14℄ and the multiple referenes therein.
Aording to the lassiation presented in [5℄ and also in [6℄, wireless hannel
models an be divided into physial models and analytial (non-physial) models.
The parametrization of physial hannel models expliitly aounts for the mul-
tipath propagation of the eletromagneti waves in wireless hannels (onsider,
e.g., the double-diretional model [7℄). On the other hand, analytial models de-
sribe the statistial properties of the hannel system funtions, i.e., the impulse
responses (IRs) or the transfer funtions (TFs), without onsidering the physial
aspets of the wave propagation. As an example representing analytial han-
nel models, we an mention the orrelation-based wireless hannel models (see,
e.g., [6℄).
As it follows from the title, in this thesis we onsider measurement-based
hannel models. The term measurement-based signies the fat that some or
all of the model parameters are determined from the measured IR or TF of a
real-world wireless hannel. Certainly, the lassiation of wireless hannel mod-
els into physial and analytial ones an also be applied to measurement-based
models. However, this lassiation sheme, whih is based solely on the model
parametrization, does not always allow us to judge what kind of information an
be obtained from the model about a physial propagation hannel. In attempt to
resolve this issue and also in order to failitate the interpretation of the results
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presented in this thesis, we suggest another lassiation for measurement-based
hannel models. The proposed lassiation is based on the intended usage of
a model and, therefore, allows us to dierentiate hannel models with respet
to (w.r.t.) the model parametrization and also to the approah employed for
determining the model parameters.
We distinguish between two types of wireless hannel models. Models of the
rst type are oriented to the analysis of wireless hannels, while models of the
seond type  to the synthesis (simulation) of wireless hannels. A normal as-
sumption made about a hannel model of the rst type is that it an adequately
predit the behavior of a real-world wireless hannel. Thus, by analyzing esti-
mated parameters of the hannel model, we obtain information about dierent
properties of the physial radio hannel. The double-diretional hannel model
mentioned above, with the parameters estimated from the measured IR of a real-
world hannel by employing, e.g., the SAGE [8℄ or RIMAX [9℄ algorithms, an
serve as an example of hannel models of the rst type.
On the other hand, the task delegated to hannel models of the seond type
is of dierent nature. It onsists in simulating wireless hannels with speied
statistis. Here, in ontrast to the analysis task, we aept the fat that there
might be more than one hannel model parametrization that allows to synthesize
hannels with the speied statistial properties. The measurement-based hannel
simulation models onstitute the main subjet of this dissertation.
It should be noted that models of the rst type an also be used to synthesize
the hannel IRs (TFs).
1.2 Measurement-Based Channel Simulation Models
The main virtue of hannel simulation models designed based on measurement
data is the apability of synthesizing realisti hannel system funtions. Fur-
thermore, the advantage of resorting to measurement-based hannel simulation
models as ompared to the stored TFs or IRs of real-world hannels [4℄, beomes
lear when we onsider, as an example, the problem of estimating the bit error
rate (BER) for a wireless ommuniation system. A reliable estimation of the
BER requires a large number of samples of the measured hannel system fun-
tions. Consequently, it beomes prohibitively expensive (if possible) to aquire
and store a required amount of measurement data, partiularly for wideband
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) hannels. A feasible alternative is to use
a measurement-based hannel simulation model to assess this important system
performane harateristi.
As it has been pointed out above, hannel simulation models are aimed to gen-
erate realizations of the hannel system funtions with speied statistis. Under
speied statistis, we understand the important rst- and seond-order statistial
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harateristis, e.g., the probability density funtion (PDF) of the hannel gains at
dierent time instanes and frequenies and the various orrelation funtions (see,
e.g., [10℄). In the following, our attention will be mainly onentrated on the orre-
lation properties of the simulated hannel system funtions in time, frequeny, and
spae. These seond-order statistial harateristis of fading hannels drastially
aet the performane of many signal proessing tehniques inluding interleav-
ing, error-orretion oding, diversity, frequeny hopping, and equalization [11℄.
Additionally, analytial performane analysis of wireless ommuniation systems
utilizing these proessing tehniques is very diult. Thus, aurate represen-
tation of the orrelation properties of fading hannels in simulation models is
partiularly important.
For measurement-based hannel simulation models, the statistis of interest
are estimated from the measured system funtions of real-world hannels. The
system funtions of real-world hannels are obtained by using hannel sounders
1
during measurement ampaigns (see, e.g., [12℄).
It is worth mentioning that the problem of simulating hannel system fun-
tions essentially falls into a more general framework of synthesizing realizations
of random proesses with speied rst- and seond-order statistis. This general
problem has been studied in the literature (see, e.g., [1315℄).
In the previous subsetion, we noted that there might exist more than one
model parametrization allowing simulating the hannel TFs or IRs with speied
statistis. Thus, a pratial approah to designing measurement-based hannel
simulation models starts with nding a model parametrization, whih satises
ertain riteria, e.g., low omputational load in synthesizing hannel TFs, a small
number of the hannel simulation model parameters, et. In the following hap-
ters, we disuss two approahes to designing measurement-based simulation mod-
els for wireless ommuniation hannels. In these approahes, we have taken into
aount the following onsiderations:
• A model parametrization should be suitable for onstruting measurement-
based hannel simulation models for narrowband single-input single-output
(SISO) as well as narrowband MIMO time-variant wireless ommuniation
hannels.
• A model parametrization should be suitable for onstruting measurement-
based hannel simulation models for wideband SISO and wideband MIMO
time-variant wireless hannels.
• A model parametrization and methods for determining the values of the
model parameters should enable onstruting hannel simulation models
1
Hereafter, we presume that the measured system funtions of real-world hannels are digi-
tized and onverted to the omplex baseband.
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based on real-world wireless hannels orresponding to various propagation
environments, e.g., outdoor and indoor propagation environments.
• A model parametrization and methods for determining the values of the
model parameters should enable onstruting measurement-based hannel
simulation models without assuming separability of the hannel orrelation
properties in time, frequeny, and spae (see, e.g., [16℄).
• The parameters of the measurement-based hannel simulation models should
be determined eiently.
1.3 Organization of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we desribe a sta-
tistial test proposed for determining the intervals of stationarity for wireless
ommuniation hannels. The stationarity test has been applied to several radio
ommuniation hannels measured in dierent propagation senarios. The results
of the analysis of the identied stationarity intervals are presented. In Chap-
ter 3, we disuss a method for designing measurement-based stohasti models
for simulating wideband MIMO wireless hannels. The proposed approah allows
synthesizing hannel TFs with the spatial-temporal-frequeny orrelation proper-
ties approximating those of real-world radio hannels. In this hapter, we also
present two modiations of the method for reating measurement-based hannel
simulation models for narrowband MIMO and wideband SISO hannels, respe-
tively. The multihannel two-dimensional (2D) autoregressive (AR) model for
MIMO wideband mobile wireless hannels is presented in Chapter 4. In Chap-
ter 5, we onsider the problem of estimating the veloity of mobile stations (MSs)
in wireless ommuniation systems. In partiular, we investigate to what extend
the veloity estimation an be improved in wideband MS equipped with multiple
antennas. For this purpose, we develop a simple veloity estimation algorithm.
The performane of the algorithm is assessed by simulations. Finally, we summa-
rize the results presented in this thesis in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
Stationarity of Wireless
Communiation Channels
2.1 Introdution
Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis deal with modeling of mobile wireless ommuni-
ation hannels. The hannel models onsidered in these hapters presume the
wide-sense stationarity of randomly time-variant radio hannels [10℄. In pra-
tie, however, real-world hannels often demonstrate `quasi-stationary' behavior,
i.e., the assumption of wide-sense stationarity an be aepted only for limited
intervals of time and frequeny [10, 17℄. The simplest way to justify the quasi-
stationarity of a measured wireless hannel is by taking into aount the physial
arguments suh as the transmitter/reeiver speed, the frequeny bandwidth, the
distane to the satterers surrounding the transmitter/reeiver, et. Unfortu-
nately, the hoie of stationarity intervals based on these simple physial onsid-
erations is not always valid. Thus, it is important to develop a test proedure
that an be used to reliably identify regions of stationarity for wireless hannels.
A number of stationarity tests have been proposed in the literature related to
suh disiplines as wireless hannel modeling, spetrum analysis, signal detetion,
et. The orrelation between onseutive `instantaneous' delay power spetral
densities (PSDs) has been used in [18℄ to identify the loal region of stationarity
(LRS) for wireless hannels. A nonstationarity detetor based on the time-variant
autoregressive (TVAR) model has been desribed in [19℄. In [20℄, the authors
suggest to identify the intervals of stationarity by analyzing hanges in the wave-
number spetrum estimated at dierent loations. The use of the nonparametri
run-test [21℄ for determining the stationarity intervals of radio hannels has been
investigated in [22℄. An interesting test for wide-sense stationarity of MIMO
wireless hannels has been developed in [23℄. This approah is based on analyzing
the evolutionary spetrum of a signal estimated at dierent instanes of time [24℄.
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Also one annot help mentioning the tests for stationarity developed based on the
time-frequeny (time-sale) analysis of signals (see, e.g., [25, 26℄).
In the development of the stationarity test proposed in [27℄ and presented
below in this hapter, the primary importane has been assigned to analyzing the
statistial properties of radio hannels without time averaging, under ondition
that the available frequeny bandwidth allows that. Time averaging intrinsially
leads to a ontradition, i.e., the test validates the stationarity of the data by
presuming its stationarity on intervals determined by the length of the window.
Often (if not always), the length of the window is hosen heuristially by ondut-
ing preliminary eyeball analysis of the measurement data. The proposed approah
allows to skip windowing of the measurement data in time. Hene, a greater level
of automation in the test proedure an be provided. The proposed test is based
on the hypothesis that the estimated delay PSD of a hannel does not hange with
time over the interval of stationarity. The test is appliable both to SISO and
MIMO radio hannels. The design of the test proedure relies on the denition of
a random (multivariate) wide-sense stationary (WSS) proess (see, e.g. [28℄). It
is assumed that the time-variant frequeny response (TVFR) of a hannel is WSS
(jointly WSS for MIMO hannels) w.r.t. frequeny. However, it appears that this
assumption is not restritive, if, similar to [18℄, the hannel stationarity intervals
are dened as the intervals over whih the loations of the satterers, transmitter,
and reeiver do not hange signiantly.
This hapter is organized as follows. In Setion 2.2, the stationarity test for
SISO and MIMO wireless ommuniation hannels is developed. The results of
the performane evaluation for the developed test are presented in Setion 2.3.
The analysis of the stationarity intervals for several real-world propagation en-
vironments is presented in Setion 2.4. The onluding remarks are given in
Setion 2.5.
2.2 Stationarity Tests
Let the TVFR H(f ′, t) desribing a SISO wireless hannel in frequeny f ′ and
time t be a omplex 2D random proess. It is assumed that the TVFR H(f ′, t)
is an ergodi proess w.r.t. frequeny f ′.
Wide-sense stationarity of the TVFR H(f ′, t) w.r.t. time t implies that the
delay PSD is time-invariant. This observation forms the basis of the statistial
test proposed for validating the hypothesis that the measured TVFR H(f ′, t) is
a WSS proesses w.r.t. time t.
In the following subsetion, the stationarity test for SISO wireless hannels
is desribed. In Subsetion 2.2.2, the proedure will be extended to test the
stationarity of MIMO radio hannels.
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2.2.1 Stationarity Test for SISO Channels
Suppose that the TVFR H(f ′, t) of a SISO radio hannel has been measured at
disrete frequenies f ′m = −B/2 +m△f ′ ∈ [−B/2, B/2], m = 0, . . . ,M − 1, and
at disrete time instanes tn = n△t ∈ [0, T ], n = 0, . . . , N − 1. Hereafter, the
sampling interval in the frequeny domain is signied by △f ′, while △t stands
for the sampling interval in the time domain. The frequeny bandwidth and the
measurement time interval are denoted as B and T , respetively. The measured
TVFR of the hannel an be represented in a matrix form
H =


H[0, 0] . . . H[0, N − 1]
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
H[M − 1, 0] . . . H[M − 1, N − 1]

 . (2.1)
The elements H[m,n] of the matrix H in (2.1) are omplex random variables.
As it was mentioned above, it is assumed that the olumns of the hannel matrix
H, i.e., the snapshots of the hannel TVFR at time instanes tn, are ergodi
proesses. Thus, for eah of these proesses, the mean an be determined as
η[n] = 〈H[m,n]〉f ′ (2.2)
and the frequeny autoorrelation funtion (FACF) is given by
rf ′ [κ, n] = 〈H[m,n]H∗[m+ κ, n]〉f ′ (2.3)
where
∗
designates the omplex onjugate and 〈·〉f ′ = 1M
∑M−1
m=0 (·) denotes aver-
aging over frequeny.
The delay PSD of the radio hannel at time tn is given by
P (τ ′, tn) = △f ′
∞∑
κ=−∞
rf ′ [κ, n]e
−j2piτ ′κ△f ′ . (2.4)
where τ ′ stands for the propagation delay.
Aording to the denition, wide-sense stationarity of the TVFR H w.r.t.
time requires that the mean η[n] and the FACF rf ′ [κ, n] are time-invariant, i.e.,
η[n] = η (2.5)
rf ′ [κ, n] = rf ′ [κ]. (2.6)
Condition (2.6) orresponds to the time-invariane of the delay PSD P (τ ′, tn),
whih an be written as
P (τ ′, tn) = P (τ
′). (2.7)
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Using (2.7), the null hypothesis H0 an be formulated as follows
H0 :
(
P (τ ′, tn1)− P (τ ′, tn2)
)
= 0, tn1 6= tn2 (2.8)
whih implies that the delay PSD at time tn1 equals the delay PSD at time tn2 .
Note that the hypothesis H0 also suggests the equality of the mean values,
i.e., η[n1] = η[n2]. This follows from the observation that∫ ∞
−∞
P (τ ′, tn)dτ
′ = rf ′ [0, n] = σ
2[n] + η2[n] (2.9)
where σ2[n] denotes the variane σ2[n] = 〈(H[m,n]− η[n])(H[m,n] − η[n])∗〉f ′ .
The proedure presented below allows to ompare the delay PSDs estimated
at two dierent time instanes
1
and to determine whether the hypothesis H0 an
be exepted.
The following ve-step data proessing algorithm signiantly simplies the
statistial analysis of the null hypothesis H0.
Step 1. The n-th olumn of the hannel matrix H in (2.1) is divided into
K nonoverlapping segments eah of length Ms. The restrition imposed here is
K > Ms. Let
x(k)m = H[(k − 1)Ms +m,n], m = 0, . . . ,Ms − 1 (2.10)
denote a omplex data sequene orresponding to the k-th segment, k = 1, . . . ,K.
Step 2. For eah of the K sequenes {x(k)m }Ms−1m=0 , k = 1, . . . ,K, alulate the
periodogram at the disrete delays τ ′q =
q
Ms△f ′
, q = 0, . . . ,Ms − 1, i.e.,
Pˆ (k)q =
△f ′
Ms
∣∣∣∣∣
Ms−1∑
m=0
x(k)m e
−j2piτ ′q△f
′m
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (2.11)
It is known (see, e.g., [29℄) that asymptotially (Ms →∞)
Pˆ (k)q ∼
{
Pqχ
2
2/2, q = 1, . . . ,
Ms
2 − 1, Ms2 + 1, . . . ,Ms − 1
Pqχ
2
1, q = 0 and
Ms
2
(2.12)
where χ21 and χ
2
2 signify the hi-square distributions with one and two degrees of
freedom, respetively. The symbol ∼ stands for the equality in distribution. The
true value of the delay PSD at the disrete delay τ ′q is denoted by Pq.
Step 3. For eah of the K periodograms {Pˆ (k)q }Ms−1q=0 , k = 1, . . . ,K, reate an
1
As will be shown shortly, the omparison is atually done in terms of the estimated epstrum.
Reall that the epstrum of a signal is related to the PSD through an invertible one-to-one
transformation.
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auxiliary data sequene {y(k)p }2Ms−3p=0 as follows
y(k)p =
{
Pˆ
(k)
p , p = 0, . . . ,Ms − 1
Pˆ
(k)
2Ms−2−p
, p =Ms, . . . , 2Ms − 3.
(2.13)
Step 4. For eah of the K sequenes {y(k)p }2Ms−3p=0 , k = 1, . . . ,K, estimate the
epstrum Φˆ
(k)
l at the disrete frequenies ωl = lpi/(Ms − 1), l = 0, . . . , 2Ms − 3,
aording to
Φˆ
(k)
l =
1
2Ms − 2
2Ms−3∑
p=0
ln(y(k)p )e
jωlp. (2.14)
Here, it is impliitly assumed that y
(k)
p > 0 for all p, whih is true in pratial
situations. Also note that due to the symmetry in {y(k)p }2Ms−3p=0 , Φˆ(k)l is real and
Φˆ
(k)
2Ms−2−l
= Φˆ
(k)
l for l = 0, . . . ,Ms − 1.
It has been shown in [30, 31℄ that asymptotially, i.e., as Ms → ∞, the esti-
mated epstrum {Φˆ(k)l }Ms−1l=0 follows the multivariate Gaussian distribution with
the ovariane matrix C. The matrix C is a onstant diagonal matrix independent
of the periodogram {Pˆ (k)q }Ms−1q=0 .
Step 5. Stak the estimated epstrum sequenes {Φˆ(k)l }Ms−1l=0 , k = 1, . . . ,K,
as olumns into a matrix Un of dimensions Ms ×K. Let the olumn vetor u¯n
of dimensions Ms × 1 ontain the sample mean of eah row of the matrix Un.
To verify the hypothesis H0, the algorithm desribed above is applied to the
n1-th and the n2-th olumns of the hannel matrix H representing the hannel
frequeny response at two distint time instanes tn1 and tn2 . As the outome, we
obtain two matries Un1 , Un2 and two olumn vetors u¯n1 , u¯n2 . The vetors u¯n1
and u¯n2 are the epstrum estimates at the time instanes tn1 and tn2 , respetively.
The matries Un1 , Un2 and the vetors u¯n1 , u¯n2 an now be supplied to the
Hotelling T 2-test [32, 33℄.
First, dene two matries
S1 = Un1U
T
n1 −Ku¯n1u¯Tn1
S2 = Un2U
T
n2 −Ku¯n2u¯Tn2 (2.15)
where K is the number of segments (see Step 1 of the algorithm above) and the
operator {·}T denotes transposition. It is known [32℄ that the statisti
ϕ(S1,S2, u¯n1 , u¯n2) given by
ϕ(S1,S2, u¯n1 , u¯n2) =
K(2K −Ms − 1)
2Ms
(u¯n1 − u¯n2)T (S1 + S2)−1(u¯n1 − u¯n2)
(2.16)
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follows the F-distribution, i.e., ϕ(S1,S2, u¯n1 , u¯n2) ∼ F(Ms, 2K −Ms − 1).
Thus, the null hypothesis H0 in (2.8) is aepted if
ϕ(S1,S2, u¯n1 , u¯n2) < fα (2.17)
where fα is the ritial value orresponding to the 100(1 − α)% ondene level.
2.2.2 Stationarity Test for MIMO Channels
We onsider a MIMO wireless hannel with NT transmitting and NR reeiving
antennas. Eah of the NTNR subhannels establishing the ommuniation links
between eah transmitting and eah reeiving antennas, is represented by the
measured TVFR hannel matrix Hi, i = 1, . . . , NTNR, dened in (2.1). As in the
previous subsetion, the elements Hi[m,n] of the hannel matriesHi are assumed
to be omplex random variables. Furthermore, it is assumed that at every time
instane tn, the TVFRs of all the subhannels are jointly WSS proesses w.r.t.
frequeny.
The delay ross power spetral densities (CPSDs) at time tn is dened as
PHi,Hi′ (τ
′, tn) = △f ′
∞∑
κ=−∞
rf ′
Hi,Hi′
[κ, n]e−j2piτ
′κ△f ′ ,
i, i′ = 1, . . . , NTNR (2.18)
where rf ′
Hi,Hi′
[κ, n] is the frequeny ross-orrelation funtion (FCCF) at time tn
between the TVFR Hi of the i-th subhannel and the TVFR Hi′ of the i
′
-th
subhannel given by
rf ′
Hi,Hi′
[κ, n] = 〈Hi[m,n]H∗i′ [m+ κ, n]〉f ′ ,
i, i′ = 1, . . . , NTNR. (2.19)
The wide-sense stationarity of the onsidered MIMO hannel w.r.t. time requires
that the delay CPSDs PHi,Hi′ (τ
′, tn), i, i
′ = 1, . . . , NTNR, are time invariant.
Therefore, the null hypothesis H0 an be expressed as
H0 :
(
PHi,Hi′ (τ
′, tn1)− PHi,Hi′ (τ ′, tn2)
)
= 0,
i, i′ = 1, . . . , NTNR and tn1 6= tn2 . (2.20)
The objetive here is to validate the null hypothesis H0 by using the proedure
developed in the previous subsetion for SISO wireless hannels.
In [34, Chapter 15℄, the author desribes an interesting approah to estimat-
ing CPSDs. It is mentioned, however, that this approah annot guarantee the
magnitude squared oherene [34℄ between two subhannels to be always bounded
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by 1. As we are interested in the time variation of the estimated delay CPSD and
not in the estimated oherene between the subhannels, this drawbak is not
relevant for our purpose.
Following [34℄, the real and the imaginary parts of the delay CPSDs PHi,Hi′ (τ
′, tn)
an be written as
ℜ{PHi,Hi′ (τ ′, tn)} =
1
2
(PZii′ ,Zii′ (τ
′, tn)− PHi,Hi(τ ′, tn)− PHi′ ,Hi′ (τ ′, tn))
ℑ{PHi,Hi′ (τ ′, tn)} =
1
2
(PWii′ ,Wii′ (τ
′, tn)− PHi,Hi(τ ′, tn)− PHi′ ,Hi′ (τ ′, tn))
(2.21)
for i, i′ = 1, . . . , NTNR and i 6= i′, where PZii′ ,Zii′ (τ ′, tn) and PWii′ ,Wii′ (τ ′, tn)
denote, respetively, the delay PSDs of the signals
Zii′ [m,n] = Hi[m,n] +Hi′ [m,n]
Wii′ [m,n] = Hi[m,n] + jHi′ [m,n]. (2.22)
Taking (2.21) into aount, the null hypothesis H0 in (2.20) an be reformulated
as follows
H0a :
(
PHi,Hi(τ
′, tn1)− PHi,Hi(τ ′, tn2)
)
= 0,
i = 1, . . . , NTNR and tn1 6= tn2
H0b :
(
PZii′ ,Zii′ (τ
′, tn1)− PZii′ ,Zii′ (τ ′, tn2)
)
= 0,
i, i′ = 1, . . . , NTNR, i 6= i′ and tn1 6= tn2
H0c :
(
PWii′ ,Wii′ (τ
′, tn1)− PWii′ ,Wii′ (τ ′, tn2)
)
= 0,
i, i′ = 1, . . . , NTNR, i 6= i′ and tn1 6= tn2 . (2.23)
Note the absene of the delay CPSDs in (2.23). Thus, the null hypotheses
{{H0a}, {H0b}, {H0c}} an be veried by using the method desribed in Sub-
setion 2.2.1 for SISO hannels.
The total number of the null hypotheses in (2.23) is equal to (NTNR)
2
. Based
on the results of testing these hypotheses, the deision is to be taken on whether
a MIMO hannel is WSS. One approah is to aept the wide-sense stationarity
of a MIMO hannel only if all of the hypotheses {{H0a}, {H0b}, {H0c}} have been
validated. The probability of the Type I error, i.e., erroneously rejeting any of
the hypotheses {{H0a}, {H0b}, {H0c}}, is equal to α (see (2.17)). Thus, assuming
the independene of suh errors, the probability of falsely rejeting the hypothesis
that a MIMO hannel is WSS an be expressed as
Pr{error} = 1− (1− α)(NTNR)2 . (2.24)
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As it follows from Table 2.1, even for MIMO hannels of moderate dimensions,
the probability of error Pr{error} is unaeptable. A possible solution to this
problem is to allow a ertain number of hypotheses in (2.23) to be rejeted. For
example, suppose the stationarity of a 2 × 2 MIMO hannel is veried. The
probability of error in a single hypothesis test α is set to 0.01. The goal is to
maintain Pr{error} equal to or less than α for the deision based on the results
of (NTNR)
2 = 16 hypothesis tests. Using the Bernoulli trials sheme [28℄, it an
be easily shown that in this ase Pr{error} ≤ 0.01 if at least 1 of 16 hypotheses
in (2.23) is allowed to be rejeted.
Table 2.1: Probability Pr{error} of a wrong rejetion of the hypothesis that a
MIMO hannel of dimensions NT ×NR is WSS
NT ×NR α = 0, 05 α = 0.01 α = 0.003
2× 2 0.36 0.14 0.047
3× 3 0.984 0.557 0.216
4× 4 0.9998 0.924 0.537
Let us now reonsider the assumption of the wide-sense stationarity of the
hannel TVFR w.r.t. frequeny. What an be said if this assumption is not valid?
As it is desribed in Subsetion 2.2.1, the Hotelling T 2-test veries the hypothesis
that the two olumn vetors u¯n1 and u¯n2 are equal. If the WSS assumption of
the TVFR in the frequeny domain is not valid, then the vetors u¯n1 and u¯n2
are derived from the inonsistent estimates of the delay PSDs. Thus, the null
hypotheses formulated in (2.8) and (2.23) annot be veried, i.e., nothing an be
said about WSS property of the hannel TVFR w.r.t. time.
However, it is plausible to assume that if the geographial loations of the
satterers, transmitter, and reeiver remain unhanged between the time instanes
tn1 and tn2 , then the vetors u¯n1 and u¯n2 are equal. In this ase, the tests
developed above verify the empirial hannel stationarity as dened in [18℄.
2.3 Performane Evaluation
The performane of the proposed stationarity test has been evaluated based on
syntheti TVFRs generated using the geometrial two-ring hannel simulation
model (see e.g., [35℄). Some of the hannel simulator parameters are speied
below:
• Carrier frequeny: 5.255 GHz;
• Bandwidth: B = 100 MHz;
• Reeiving antenna: uniform linear array;
• Transmitting antenna: uniform linear array;
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• Antenna element spaing at the reeiver: 0.5λ;
• Antenna element spaing at the transmitter: 0.5λ;
• Interval between the frequenies: △f ′ = 1.957 · 105 Hz;
• Time between hannel snapshots: △t = 0.02 s;
• Maximum Doppler frequeny: 22 Hz;
• SNR: 10 dB.
A hundred satterers are loated on the rings around the base station (BS)
and the MS (see also Chapter 5). It has been veried that the Doppler frequen-
ies and the propagation delays are dierent for all propagation paths. Under this
ondition the generated TVFR is ergodi w.r.t. time and frequeny [11℄. All the
propagation path gains are equal to 1/
√
100. The parameters of the hannel sim-
ulator do not hange with time. It has been observed that for the ondene level
of 99% (α = 0.01) and the parameter Ms = 16, the error probability Pr{error}
is equal to 0.0073, 0.0145, and 0.0064 for SISO, 2 × 2 MIMO, and 4 × 4 MIMO
hannels, respetively. Evidently, the resulting error probabilities are lose to the
target value of 0.01.
Analysis of the test sensitivity based on the simulated hannel TVFRs reveals
that the maximum Doppler frequeny does not signiantly inuene the perfor-
mane of the test proedure. On the other hand, a non-Gaussianity of the TVFRs
(as in the ase of a small number of satterers, e.g., below 20, in the simulation
setup desribed above) demonstrates a strong impat on the error probability
Pr{error}. Suh impat an be redued by inreasing the segment length Ms.
2.4 Appliations to Measurement Data
In this setion, we present the results of applying the test proedure developed
in Setion 2.2 to real-world measurement data. The measurement ampaign has
been onduted by Telenor R&D, Norway. The desription of the measurement
sites as well as the measurement equipment an be found in Appendix A.
The antenna arrays at the transmitter and the reeiver allow us to investigate
the distribution of the stationarity interval lengths for SISO and MIMO hannels.
For the measurements onsidered below, the parameter Ms (see Subsetion 2.2.1)
is equal to 16. The ondene level is set to 99% (α = 0.01).
2.4.1 Miro Cell Site  Regular Street Geometry
The rst propagation environment orresponds to an urban miro-ell site with a
regular street grid. A series of the measured impulse responses for this propagation
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Figure 2.1: Magnitude of the impulse response (miro ell site  regular street
geometry).
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Figure 2.2: Mean-square value of the TVFR (miro ell site  regular street
geometry).
senario is shown in Fig. 2.1. The trend existing in the time variation of the mean-
square value of the TVFR an be observed in Fig. 2.2.
In Fig. 2.3, the P -value in the Hotelling T 2-test is shown for the SISO hannel.
The P -value is the probability that the statisti ϕ(S1,S2, u¯n1 , u¯n2), dened in
(2.16), would take a value greater than the observed one ϕˆ(S1,S2, u¯n1 , u¯n2), under
ondition the null hypothesis H0 (2.8) is true [36℄. The signiane value α = 0.01
is also depited in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: P -value in the Hotelling T 2-test for the SISO hannel (miro ell
site  regular street geometry).
The omplementary umulative distribution funtions (CCDFs) of the length
of the stationarity intervals
2
obtained for SISO, 2 × 2 MIMO, and 4 × 4 MIMO
hannels are presented in Fig. 2.4. The mean length of the identied stationarity
intervals dereases from 0.59 s for the SISO hannel to 0.28 s for the 2× 2 MIMO
and to 0.18 s for 4 × 4 MIMO hannels. The standard deviations of the interval
lengths are equal to 0.79 s, 0.34 s, and 0.21 s, for the SISO, 2×2 MIMO, and 4×4
MIMO hannels, respetively. Also, the perentage of the identied stationarity
intervals longer or equal than for example 0.5 s drops from 40% for the SISO
hannel to 20% for the 2× 2 MIMO and 10% for 4× 4 MIMO hannels.
2
Sine the moving speed is known only approximately, the stationarity intervals are measured
in seonds and not in wavelengths, whih otherwise might be a preferable measure.
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Figure 2.4: CCDF of the length of the stationarity intervals (miro ell site 
regular street geometry).
2.4.2 Miro Cell Site  Open Market Plae
The seond propagation environment orresponds to a town market square.
The measured impulse responses and the graph of the TVFR mean-square
value are demonstrated in Figs. 2.5 and 2.6, respetively.
The P -value in the Hotelling T 2-test for the SISO hannel is shown in Fig. 2.7.
The CCDFs of the length of the stationarity intervals for the SISO, 2 × 2
MIMO, and 4 × 4 MIMO hannels are depited in Fig. 2.8. The average length
of the identied stationarity intervals dereases from 0.51 s for the SISO han-
nel to 0.25 s for the 2 × 2 MIMO and 0.14 s for 4 × 4 MIMO hannels, while
the standard deviations of the interval lengths are equal to 0.64 s, 0.25 s, and
0.14 s, respetively. Note that similar to the previously onsidered propagation
environment, the number and the length of the stationarity intervals derease as
the number of antennas at the reeiver and transmitter inreases. The perentage
of the identied stationarity intervals longer or equal than 0.5 s is equal to 36%
for the SISO hannel, 15% for the 2 × 2 MIMO hannel, and 4% for the 4 × 4
MIMO hannel.
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Figure 2.5: Magnitude of the impulse response (miro ell site  open market
plae).
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Figure 2.6: Mean-square value of the TVFR (miro ell site  open market
plae).
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Figure 2.7: P -value in the Hotelling T 2-test for the SISO hannel (miro ell
site  open market plae).
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Figure 2.8: CCDF of the length of the stationarity intervals (miro ell site 
open market plae).
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2.4.3 Miro/Pio Cell Site  Passageway
The measurement data has been olleted in a passageway onneting the market
square, mentioned in the previous subsetion, with a side street (see Appendix A).
A series of the impulse responses of the measured hannel is depited in
Fig. 2.9. The mean-square value of the TVFR of the measured hannel is demon-
strated in Fig. 2.10.
Figure 2.9: Magnitude of the impulse response (miro/pio ell site  passage-
way).
The P -value for the SISO hannel and the empirial CCDFs of the length of
the stationarity intervals for the SISO, 2×2 MIMO, and 4×4 MIMO hannels are
shown in Figs. 2.11 and 2.12, respetively. The means and the standard deviations
of the length of identied stationarity intervals are equal to 0.61 s and 0.79 s for
the SISO hannel, 0.29 s and 0.31 s for the 2 × 2 MIMO hannel, 0.13 s and
0.17 s for the 4× 4 MIMO hannel. The perentage of the identied stationarity
intervals longer or equal than 0.5 s is equal to 39% for the SISO hannel, 23% for
the 2× 2 MIMO hannel, and 4% for 4× 4 MIMO hannel.
Note again that the number and the length of the stationarity intervals de-
rease as the number of antennas at the reeiver and transmitter inreases.
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Figure 2.10: Mean-square value of the TVFR (miro/pio ell site  passage-
way).
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Figure 2.11: P -value in the Hotelling T 2-test for the SISO hannel (miro/pio
ell site  passageway).
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Figure 2.12: CCDF of the length of the stationarity intervals (miro/pio ell
site  passageway).
2.4.4 Indoor Cell Site
The stationarity test outlined in Setion 2.2 has been applied to a measured indoor
wireless hannel.
The sequene of the impulse responses and the graph of the mean-square
value of the TVFR are shown in Figs. 2.13 and 2.14, respetively. As it follows
from 2.14, the variability of the measured TVFR in time is signiantly smaller
ompared to the TVFRs of the hannels analyzed above. This observation is
supported by the results presented in Figs. 2.15 and 2.16 for the P -value in the
Hotelling T 2-test for the SISO hannel and the empirial CCDFs of the length of
the stationarity intervals for the SISO, 2× 2 MIMO, and 4× 4 MIMO hannels.
A possible explanation to the redued variability of the measured TVFR is the
absene of the moving objets along the measurement route. For this hannel,
the perentage of the identied stationarity intervals longer or equal than 0.5 s is
equal to 56% for the SISO hannel, 45% for the 2 × 2 MIMO hannel, and 32%
for the 4× 4 MIMO hannel. The mean lengths of the stationarity intervals and
the standard deviations are equal , respetively, to 1 s and 1.51 s for the SISO
hannel, 0.77 s and 1.31 s for the 2× 2 MIMO hannel, 0.47 s and 0.76 s for the
4× 4 MIMO hannel. As for all previously onsidered hannels, we note that the
number and the length of the stationarity intervals derease for this environment
as the number of antennas at the reeiver and transmitter inreases.
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Figure 2.13: Magnitude of the impulse response (indoor ell site).
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Figure 2.14: Mean-square value of the TVFR (indoor ell site).
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Figure 2.15: P -value in the Hotelling T 2-test for the SISO hannel (indoor ell
site).
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Figure 2.16: CCDF of the length of the stationarity intervals (indoor ell site).
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2.5 Chapter Summary
In this hapter, we desribe a stationarity test for wireless ommuniation han-
nels. The test is based on analyzing the delay PSD estimated at two dierent
time instanes. If the hanges in the estimated delay PSDs are statistially in-
signiant, the hypothesis that the hannel is stationary during the onsidered
time interval is aepted. The proposed stationarity test has been extended to
validate the stationarity of real-world MIMO wireless hannels.
In seleting values for the parameters of the test proedure, partiularly the
ondene level, whih has been set in all our experiments to 99%, we have been
guided by onsidering the probability of the Type I error as the primary per-
formane evaluation riterion. The reason for hoosing this partiular riterion
lies in the fat that the risk of erroneous rejetion of the null hypothesis for the
developed test an be assessed objetively. On the other hand, evaluating the
statistial power of the test, i.e., the probability of the Type II error, requires
the non-stationary hannel TVFRs. On loser inspetion it turns out that the
non-stationary hannel TVFRs an be synthesized in a variety of manners. For
example, the hanges in the hannel delay PSDs an be abrupt and easily iden-
tied, while gradual transitions in the delay PSDs make the denition of the
hannel stationarity interval itself rather diult and subjetive.
The analysis of the TVFRs of wireless hannels measured in dierent propa-
gation environments suggests that the length of the hannel stationarity intervals
is greatly dependent on the number of antennas at the transmitter and the re-
eiver. Generally, the stationarity intervals are longer and our more often for
SISO ommuniation hannels ompared to MIMO hannels. It appears that
the measured TVFR beomes more sensitive to the hanges in the propagation
environment as the number of antennas at the transmitter and reeiver inreases.
In the following hapters, we use the stationarity test proedure presented
above to identify the intervals, over whih the TVFRs of the real-world wireless
an be assumed WSS.
Chapter 3
Design of Measurement-Based
Stohasti Channel Simulators
3.1 Introdution
Correlation-based models are widely used for simulating wireless hannels (see,
e.g., [3739℄). In the simplest form these models desribe only the spatial orrela-
tion properties of MIMO hannels. In [40,41℄, the so-alled Kroneker model has
been ombined with the tap-delay line model to represent wideband MIMO han-
nels. Reently, a strutured model, based on the eigenvalue deomposition of the
hannel orrelation matrix, has been proposed in [42℄ for wideband MIMO han-
nels. A orrelation-based model for wideband MIMO Rayleigh fading hannels
with seletivity in spae, time, and frequeny has been desribed in [43,44℄. Sim-
ulation tehniques based on the orthogonal deomposition of the hannel impulse
response are presented in [45, 46℄.
In this hapter, we desribe a method for designing measurement-based stohas-
ti simulation models for time-variant wireless hannels [47℄. The method has
been developed based partly on the results published in [4850℄. The distintive
feature of the proposed design method is the apability of generating realizations
of the hannel TVFRs with the spatial, temporal, and frequeny orrelation har-
ateristis losely approximating those of a real-world prototype hannel. Note
that the separability of the orrelation properties in time, frequeny, and spae
(see [16, 51℄) is not presumed. The usefulness of the method is illustrated by de-
signing several stohasti hannel simulators based on the TVFRs of real-world
hannels measured in dierent propagation environments.
This hapter is organized as follows. In Setion 3.2, the stohasti simula-
tion model is desribed for MIMO wideband hannels. The problem of designing
measurement-based MIMO wideband hannel simulators is formulated in Se-
tion 3.3. The algorithm proposed for determining the parameters of MIMO wide-
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band hannel simulators is presented in Setion 3.4. In Setion 3.5, we validate
the orretness of the parameter alulation algorithm by simulations. Examples
illustrating the development of stohasti hannel simulators based on real-world
wideband MIMO hannels are presented in Setion 3.6. In Setions 3.7 and 3.8,
we onsider the design of stohasti simulators for MIMO narrowband hannels
and SISO wideband hannels, respetively. The onluding remarks are given in
Setion 3.9.
3.2 A Stohasti Channel Simulation Model for MIMO
Wideband Channels
In this setion, we desribe a stohasti simulation model for MIMO wideband
radio hannels. It is presumed that the transmitter and the reeiver are equipped
with NT and NR antennas, respetively.
3.2.1 Time-Variant Frequeny Response
The simulated TVFR of a MIMO wideband wireless hannel at the disrete fre-
quenies f ′m = −B/2 + m△f ′ ∈ [−B/2, B/2], m = 0, . . . ,M − 1, and at the
disrete time instanes tn = n△t ∈ [0, T ], n = 0, . . . , N − 1, is represented by the
matrix sequene
H[m,n] =


H1,1[m,n] . . . H1,NR [m,n]
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
HNT ,1[m,n] . . . HNT ,NR [m,n]

 (3.1)
where eah element Hi1,i2 [m,n], i1 = 1, . . . , NT and i2 = 1, . . . , NR, is a sampled
TVFR of the subhannel between the i1-th transmitting antenna and the i2-th
reeiving antenna. The parameters B and T denote the frequeny bandwidth and
the observation time interval, respetively. In the vetorized form, the TVFR
H[m,n] is given by
h[m,n] = vec(H[m,n]) =


H1,1[m,n]
H2,1[m,n]
.
.
.
HNT ,NR [m,n]

 . (3.2)
Before we proeed with desribing the stohasti simulation model for MIMO
wideband radio hannels, it makes sense to sketh the line of reasoning behind
the hosen modeling approah. For this purpose, we onsider a general disrete-
time WSS zero-mean omplex random proess y(tn), tn ∈ [0, T ]. The anonial
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deomposition of the random proess y(tn) is given by [52℄
y(tn) =
∑
l
Ulϕl(tn) (3.3)
where Ul are unorrelated zero-mean omplex random variables and ϕl(tn) are
deterministi basis funtions.
For the omplex random proess y(tn), represented by (3.3), the anonial
deomposition of the orrelation funtion Υ(tn, tq) = E{y(tn)y∗(tq)} is expressed
as
Υ(tn, tq) =
∑
l
σ2Ulϕl(tn)ϕ
∗
l (tq) (3.4)
where σ2Ul denotes the variane of the random variable Ul.
It is well-known that the optimal hoie of the basis funtions ϕl(tn) is ditated
by the Karhunen-Loève expansion (KLE) [5355℄. The drawbak of the KLE is
the lak of an analytial solution for the basis funtions ϕl(tn), exept for a few
speial ases. As a onsequene, it is not possible to generate realizations of the
random proess y(tn) at arbitrary hosen time instanes.
An alternative approah to seleting the basis funtions ϕl(tn) in (3.3) is to
employ a generi basis
1
, e.g., the Fourier basis. Suh `universality' in representing
radio propagation hannels is provided by the Maxwellian basis. As postulated
in [11, Chapter 4℄, any wireless hannel satisfying the bounded free-spae prop-
agation onditions an be represented as a ombination of plane waves, whih
onstitute a subset of the Maxwellian basis. It seems reasonable then to hoose
the funtions desribing the plane waves as the basis funtions for modeling the
TVFRs of wireless ommuniation hannels.
The simulation model proposed in this hapter for generating realizations
of the TVFR h[m,n] = [h1[m,n], . . . , hNTNR ]
T
is based on the stohasti loal
area hannel (SLAC) model [11℄. The TVFR of eah subhannel hi[m,n], i =
1, . . . , NTNR, is a 2D omplex zero-mean random proess, represented in the
generalized form by the sum (f. (3.3))
hi[m,n] =
L∑
l=1
Ulϕil [m,n] (3.5)
where {Ul}L1 are independent zero-mean omplex random variables and {ϕil [m,n]}L1
are deterministi 2D funtions dened as
ϕil [m,n] = gile
j(2pifdl tn−2pif
′
mτ
′
l
), l = 1, . . . , L and i = 1, . . . , NTNR. (3.6)
1
By qualifying a basis as generi, we mean a broad appliability of the basis for representing
signals under mild onditions, whih are fullled in many pratial situations.
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Eah funtion ϕil [m,n] desribes a homogeneous eletromagneti plane wave. It
is haraterized by the omplex path gain gil , the Doppler frequeny fdl , and the
propagation delay τ ′l . In ontrast to the SLAC model [11℄, the number of terms
in the sum (3.5) is neessarily nite.
As follows from (3.5) and (3.6), the TVFR h[m,n] is a weighted sum of L
omplex exponentials
2
h[m,n] =
L∑
l=1
clgle
j(2pifdl tn−2pif
′
mτ
′
l
)Ul. (3.7)
where the vetor gl is dened as gl =
[
g1l , . . . , gNTNRl
]T
. In the polar oordinate
system, the omplex weighting oeients {Ul = ΞlejΘl}L1 are represented by the
phase shifts {Θl}L1 and the magnitudes {Ξl}L1 . The phase shifts {Θl}L1 are inde-
pendent identially distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, eah having a uniform
distribution on the interval [0, 2pi). The magnitudes {Ξl}L1 are independent, but
not neessarily identially distributed random variables. Moreover, the random
variables Ξl and Θl are statistially independent for all l = 1, . . . , L.
As will be shown in the next subsetion, the orrelation properties of the
hannel simulation model in (3.7) in time, frequeny, and spae are ompletely
desribed by the set of parameters P = {L, {cl}L1 , {gl}L1 , {fdl}L1 , {τ ′l}L1 }. Note
that the number of the omponents L is also onsidered here (with some abuse
of notation) as a model parameter. For a measurement-based stohasti hannel
simulator, the set of parameters P is determined from the measured TVFR of a
prototype physial wireless hannel.
The distributions of the random variables {Ξl}L1 an, in priniple, be dened
arbitrarily, but restrited to having unit variane. For example, when {Ξl}L1 are
Rayleigh distributed or, equivalently, Ul ∼ CN (0, 1) (l = 1, . . . , L) [28℄, the TVFR
h[m,n] in (3.7) is a omplex Gaussian multivariate 2D random vetor proess. If
the magnitudes {Ξl}L1 are onstant and all are equal to 1, it an be shown that
the envelope PDF p|hi|(x) of the simulated TVFR hi[m,n] of the ith subhannel
is given by (see [11, p.118℄)
p|hi|(x) =
∫ ∞
0
xJ0(xζ)
(
L∏
l=1
J0(|clgil |ζ)
)
ζdζ, i = 1, . . . , NTNR (3.8)
where J0(·) denotes the zero-order Bessel funtion of the rst kind. Although the
produts {clgil}L1 are in general not equal, it an be expeted that the envelope
PDF p|hi|(x) approahes the Rayleigh distribution as L → ∞ due to the entral
limit theorem.
2
The reason for keeping the gain fators {cl} as separate parameters will beome lear in
Setion 3.4, where the parameter omputation method is onsidered.
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3.2.2 Spae-Time-Frequeny Correlation Matrix
The orrelation between the samples of the simulated TVFR h[m,n] is hara-
terized by the spae-time-frequeny orrelation matrix R that is dened as
R = E
{
v[m,n]vH [m,n]
}
=


R[0, 0] · · · R[−κmax, 0] · · · R[0,−ιmax] · · · R[−κmax,−ιmax]
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
R[κmax, 0] · · · R[0, 0] · · · R[κmax,−ιmax] · · · R[0,−ιmax]
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
R[0, ιmax] · · · R[−κmax, ιmax] · · · R[0, 0] · · · R[−κmax, 0]
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
R[κmax, ιmax] · · · R[0, ιmax] · · · R[κmax, 0] · · · R[0, 0]


(3.9)
where the operator (·)H stands for a omplex onjugate transpose of a matrix and
the vetor v[m,n] designates
v[m,n] = [hT [m,n] . . .hT [m− κmax, n]
. . .hT [m,n− ιmax] . . .hT [m− κmax, n− ιmax]]T . (3.10)
After substituting (3.7) into (3.10), the spae-time-frequeny orrelation ma-
trix R of the hannel simulation model an be written as
R =
L∑
l=1
c2lRtl ⊗Rf ′l ⊗Rgl (3.11)
where the symbol ⊗ denotes the Kroneker produt. Note that Kroneker stru-
ture of the orrelation matrix R results from absene of any ombinations of the
spae-frequeny-time ross-terms in the omplex eponentials in (3.7) (f. the on-
ditions for the wave propagation in the loal area [11, Chapter 4℄). The Toeplitz
Hermitian matries Rtl , Rf ′l
and the Hermitian matrix Rgl are dened as
Rtl =


1 · · · e−j2pifdl ιmax△t
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
ej2pifdl ιmax△t · · · 1

 (3.12)
Rf ′
l
=


1 · · · ej2piτ ′lκmax△f ′
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
e−j2piτ
′
l
κmax△f ′ · · · 1

 (3.13)
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and
Rgl = glg
H
l . (3.14)
The spae-time-frequeny orrelation matrix R in (3.9) is Hermitian and dou-
bly blok-Toeplitz.
For the ase of omplex weighting oeients with the onstant magnitudes
{Ξl = 1}L1 in (3.7), it is worth mentioning that the TVFR h[m,n] is orrelation-
ergodi w.r.t. time and frequeny under the onditions fdn 6= fdl and τ ′n 6= τ ′l for
all n 6= l.
3.3 Problem Formulation
As it has been stated in Setion 3.2, the set of parameters P of the stohasti
hannel simulation model in (3.7) is to be determined from the TVFR of a pro-
totype physial wireless hannel. Our aim is to develop an algorithm that allows
reating hannel simulators with the orrelation properties in time, frequeny, and
spae losely approximating the orresponding orrelation properties of prototype
real-world hannels.
Let H˜[m,n] denote the TVFR of a real-world wireless NT×NR MIMO hannel
measured at the disrete frequenies f ′m, m = 0, . . . ,M − 1, and at the disrete
time instanes tn, n = 0, . . . , N − 1. The TVFR H˜[m,n] in the vetorized form
is given by
h˜[m,n]=
[
h˜1[m,n], . . . , h˜NTNR [m,n]
]T
=vec(H˜[m,n]) =
[
H˜1,1[m,n], . . . , H˜NT ,NR [m,n]
]T
. (3.15)
The TVFR of eah subhannel h˜i[m,n], i = 1, . . . , NTNR, is assumed to be a
2D zero-mean omplex random proess. Furthermore, we assume that the TVFR
h˜[m,n] of a real-world hannel is ergodi with respet to time and frequeny,
therefore, an estimate of the spae-time-frequeny orrelation matrix R˜, dened
similar to the orrelation matrix R in (3.9), an be obtained from a single realiza-
tion of the TVFR h˜[m,n] by averaging over time and frequeny. The estimation
of the orrelation matrix R˜ is onsidered in the next setion.
The problem of designing a measurement-based stohasti hannel simulator
an now be formulated as follows:
Given the estimated orrelation matrix R˜ of a real-world hannel, design a
hannel simulation model in suh a way that the orrelation matrix R of the
hannel simulator approximates losely the estimated orrelation matrix R˜.
Taking into aount the possible inauray of the model in (3.7), as well
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as the errors in the estimated orrelation matrix R˜, we suggest using the fol-
lowing design riterion (see also [6, 56℄) for determining the set of parameters
P = {L, {cl}L1 , {gl}L1 , {fdl}L1 , {τ ′l}L1 } of the hannel simulation model dened in
Setion 3.2
Pˆ = min
P
∥∥∥R˜−R∥∥∥
F
(3.16)
where the symbol ‖·‖F denotes the Frobenius matrix norm. The Frobenius matrix
norm, in this ase, plays the role of the Eulidian vetor norm in the traditional
least-square tting of a data sequene formulation. After substituting (3.11) into
(3.16) we obtain
Pˆ = min
P
∥∥∥R˜−∑Ll=1 c2lRtl ⊗Rf ′l ⊗Rgl∥∥∥F (3.17)
where the matries Rtl , Rf ′l
, and Rgl are dened in (3.12), (3.13), and (3.14),
respetively.
In the next setion, we develop an iterative algorithm for determining the
parameters of the hannel simulation model by minimizing the Frobenius norm
in (3.17).
3.4 Computation of the Channel Simulator Parameters
3.4.1 Estimation of the Channel Correlation Matrix
By assumption, the measured TVFR h˜[m,n] is WSS (ergodi) with respet to
time and frequeny. Theoretially, this means that the matrix R˜ must be doubly
blok-Toeplitz
3
. This an hardly be observed in pratial situations due to the
statistial variations in the orrelation matrix, estimated from a limited number
of measured data samples.
Therefore, in order to ensure the doubly blok-Toeplitz struture of the es-
timated orrelation matrix R˜, we rst obtain the estimates of the orrelation
matries R˜[κ, ι] for κ = −κmax, . . . , 0, . . . , κmax and
ι = −ιmax, . . . , 0, . . . , ιmax, as follows
ˆ˜
R[κ, ι] =
1
(M − |κ|)(N − |ι|)
M−1−|κ|∑
m=0
N−1−|ι|∑
n=0
h˜[m,n]h˜H [m+ κ, n+ ι]. (3.18)
Note that the orrelation matrix estimator (3.18) is unbiased, i.e.,
E{ ˆ˜R[κ, ι]} =
3
Reall that the TVFR h˜[m,n] is measured on the grid of equally distant frequenies f ′m =
−B/2 +m△f ′, m = 0, . . . ,M − 1, and time instanes tn = n△t, n = 0, . . . , N − 1.
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1
(M − |κ|)(N − |ι|)
M−1−|κ|∑
m=0
N−1−|ι|∑
n=0
E{h˜[m,n]h˜H [m+ κ, n + ι]} = R˜[κ, ι].
(3.19)
Also for the omplex random proess h˜[m,n], whih is jointly Gaussian for any
set of frequenies f ′m and time instanes tn, it an be shown that the variane of the
(i1, i2)-th element
ˆ˜
Ri1,i2 [κ, ι], i1, i2 = 1, . . . , NTNR, of the estimated orrelation
matrix in (3.18), given by
E
{
( ˆ˜Ri1,i2 [κ, ι]−R˜i1,i2 [κ, ι])( ˆ˜Ri1 i2 [κ, ι]−R˜i1,i2 [κ, ι])∗
}
=
=
1
(M − |κ|)2(N − |ι|)2
M−1−|κ|∑
m1=0
N−1−|ι|∑
n1=0
M−1−|κ|∑
m2=0
N−1−|ι|∑
n2=0
E
{
h˜i1 [m1, n1]h˜
∗
i2 [m1 + κ, n1 + ι]h˜i2 [m2 + κ, n2 + ι]h˜
∗
i1 [m2, n2]
}
−|R˜i1,i2 [κ, ι])|2 =
=
1
(M − |κ|)2(N − |ι|)2
M−1−|κ|∑
m1=0
N−1−|ι|∑
n1=0
M−1−|κ|∑
m2=0
N−1−|ι|∑
n2=0[
E
{
h˜i1 [m1, n1]h˜
∗
i1 [m2, n2]
}
E
{
h˜∗i2 [m1 + κ, n1 + ι]h˜i2 [m2 + κ, n2 + ι]
}
+
E
{
h˜i1 [m1, n1]h˜i2 [m2 + κ, n2 + ι]
}
E
{
h˜∗i2 [m1 + κ, n1 + ι]h˜
∗
i1 [m2, n2]
}]
(3.20)
asymptotially (as N →∞, M →∞) approahes zero under the ondition
∞∑
ϑ=−∞
∞∑
ς=−∞
|ϑ||ς|
[
E
{
h˜i1 [m,n]h˜
∗
i1 [m+ ϑ, n+ ς]
}
×E
{
h˜i2 [m,n]h˜
∗
i2 [m− ϑ, n− ς]
}
+ E
{
h˜i1 [m,n]h˜i2 [m+ ϑ+ κ, n + ς + ι]
}
×E
{
h˜∗i1 [m,n]h˜
∗
i2 [m− ϑ+ κ, n − ς + ι]
}]
<∞
(3.21)
where we have dened ϑ = m2 −m1 and ς = n2 − n1. The ondition in (3.21) is
normally fullled in pratie.
The estimated orrelation matrix
ˆ˜
R is reated by ombining the estimated
matries
ˆ˜
R[κ, ι] similar to (3.9). It an be easily heked that the resulting matrix
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ˆ˜
R is Hermitian and doubly blok-Toeplitz.
3.4.2 Iterative Parameter Computation Method
Observe that the minimization of the Frobenius norm in (3.17) resembles the
problem of nding the optimal (in the Frobenius norm sense) deomposition of the
orrelation matrix
ˆ˜
R over a library X of the Hermitian matries X = Rt⊗Rf ′ ⊗
Rg. Eah member Xk = Rtk⊗Rf ′k⊗Rgk of the matrix library X is onstruted by
substituting a set of the hannel simulator parameters γk = {gk, fdk , τ ′k} ∈ Γ into
(3.12)(3.14). Here, Γ denotes the set of all possible sets γk. To nd the matries
{Xl}L1 that minimize the Frobenius norm in (3.17), we adapt the mathing pursuit
(MP) approah [57℄ often employed, e.g., for seleting the `best' wavelet paket
basis deomposition of a given signal.
The estimated orrelation matrix
ˆ˜
R is deomposed as
ˆ˜
R =
〈 ˆ˜R,X1〉
〈X1,X1〉X1 +
ˆ˜
Rres1 (3.22)
where 〈A,B〉 designates the matrix inner produt and X1 = Rt1 ⊗Rf ′1 ⊗Rg1 is a
member of the matrix library X obtained, as mentioned above, by substituting the
set of the simulation model parameters γ1 = {g1, fd1 , τ ′1} ∈ Γ into (3.12)(3.14).
The Hermitian matrix
ˆ˜
Rres1 represents the residual approximation error. It
an be shown that the matriesX1 and
ˆ˜
Rres1 are orthogonal, i.e., 〈 ˆ˜Rres1,X1〉 = 0,
onsequently
‖ ˆ˜R‖2F =
| ˆ〈R˜,X1〉|2
〈X1,X1〉 + ‖
ˆ˜
Rres1‖2F . (3.23)
From (3.23), it follows that ‖ ˆ˜R‖F ≥ ‖ ˆ˜Rres1‖F and the set of parameters γ1 =
{g1, fd1 , τ ′1}, whih minimizes the norm of the residual error ˆ˜Rres1 , an be deter-
mined as
γ1 = {g1, fd1 , τ ′1} = argmax
γk∈Γ
〈 ˆ˜R,Xk〉
〈Xk ,Xk〉
.
(3.24)
Also, from the omparison of (3.17) and (3.23), the squared gain fator c21 is given
by
c21 =
〈 ˆ˜R,X1〉
〈X1,X1〉 . (3.25)
Equation (3.11) implies that the gain fators cl must be real and nonnegative.
Hene, the maximizer in (3.24) has to be supplemented with the onstraint
〈 ˆ˜R,X1〉 = |〈 ˆ˜R,X1〉|, i.e., the inner produt 〈 ˆ˜R,X1〉 must be real and greater
than or equal to zero.
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In turn, the residual error matrix
ˆ˜
Rres1 is deomposed into the sum
ˆ˜
Rres1 =
〈 ˆ˜Rres1 ,X2〉
〈X2,X2〉 X2 +
ˆ˜
Rres2 . (3.26)
Again, it an be shown that 〈 ˆ˜Rres2 ,X2〉 = 0, and onsequently
‖ ˆ˜Rres1‖2F =
|〈 ˆ˜Rres1 ,X2〉|2
〈X2,X2〉 + ‖
ˆ˜
Rres2‖2F (3.27)
where the matrix X2 is a member of the library X orresponding to the parameter
set γ2 = {g2, fd2 , τ ′2} ∈ Γ. Similar to (3.24) and (3.25), the parameter set γ2 is
obtained by maximizing 〈 ˆ˜Rres1 ,Xk〉/〈Xk,Xk〉 under the onstraint 〈 ˆ˜Rres1 ,X2〉 =
|〈 ˆ˜Rres1 ,X2〉|, and the squared gain fator c22 = 〈 ˆ˜Rres1 ,X2〉/〈X2,X2〉. Observe
that aording to (3.27) ‖ ˆ˜Rres1‖F ≥ ‖ ˆ˜Rres2‖F .
Continuing in a similar way, we obtain the following deomposition of the
estimated orrelation matrix
ˆ˜
R
ˆ˜
R =
L∑
l=1
〈 ˆ˜Rresl−1 ,Xl〉
〈Xl,Xl〉 Xl +
ˆ˜
RresL (3.28)
where
ˆ˜
Rres0 =
ˆ˜
R.
Aordingly, the Fobenius norm in (3.17) is given by
‖ ˆ˜R −
L∑
l=1
〈 ˆ˜Rresl−1 ,Xl〉
〈Xl,Xl〉 Xl‖F = ‖
ˆ˜
RresL‖F . (3.29)
Note that the inequality ‖ ˆ˜Rresl‖F ≥ ‖
ˆ˜
Rresl+1‖F holds true for all l = 0, . . . , L−1.
Let us now assume that the matries {Xl}L1 ∈ X , as well as the orresponding
squared gain fators {c2l = 〈 ˆ˜Rresl−1 ,Xl〉/〈Xl,Xl〉}L1 , have been determined. In
order to further redue the residual approximation error given by (3.29), we want
to nd the best possible solution to the following maximization problem (see
(3.24))
{
gL+1, fdL+1 , τ
′
L+1
}
= argmax
gk,fdk ,τ
′
k
〈 ˆ˜RresL
,Xk〉
〈Xk ,Xk〉 (3.30)
under the onstraint 〈 ˆ˜RresL ,XL+1〉 = |〈
ˆ˜
RresL ,XL+1〉|.
Using the properties of the Kroneker produt and the denitions in (3.12)
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(3.14), any member Xk of the matrix library X an be written as
Xk = xkx
H
k = (etk ⊗ ef ′k ⊗ gk)(etk ⊗ ef ′k ⊗ gk)
H
(3.31)
where
etk =
[
1 ej2pifdk△t . . . ej2pifdk ιmax△t
]T
ef ′
k
=
[
1 e−j2piτ
′
k
△f ′ . . . e−j2piτ
′
k
κmax△f ′
]T
. (3.32)
It follows that the maximizer in (3.30) an be equivalently expressed as
{
gL+1, fdL+1 , τ
′
L+1
}
= argmax
gk,fdk ,τ
′
k
xHk
ˆ˜
RresLxk
xHk xk
. (3.33)
To redue the omputational diulties assoiated with the multidimensional
searh for the parameters
{
gL+1, fdL+1 , τ
′
L+1
}
in (3.33), we use the proedure
developed below.
The maximum of the Rayleigh quotient in (3.33) is equal to the largest eigen-
value λmaxL of the matrix
ˆ˜
RresL [58℄. This observation suggests an idea to make
the vetor xL+1 as muh as possible ollinear with the eigenvetor uL assoiated
with the eigenvalue λmaxL . Thus, the maximization problem in (3.33) an be
reformulated as
{
gL+1, fdL+1 , τ
′
L+1
}
= argmin
gk,fdk ,τ
′
k
xHk PLxk
xHk xk
(3.34)
where the matrixPL = I−uLuHL is the orthogonal projetor on the (NTNR(κmax+
1)(ιmax + 1) − 1)-dimensional subspae omplementary to the subspae spanned
by the vetor uL, and I denotes the unity matrix of appropriate dimensions. In
(3.34), the property PHLPL = PL has been used.
On substituting xk = etk ⊗ ef ′k ⊗ gk into (3.34), we obtain4
{
gL+1, fdL+1 , τ
′
L+1
}
= argmin
gk,fdk ,τ
′
k
〈Rf ′
k
⊗Rgk ,P′Lk〉
(eHtketk)(e
H
f ′
k
ef ′
k
)(gHk gk)
(3.35)
where the matrix P′Lk is dened as
P′Lk = (e
H
tk
⊗ I)PL(etk ⊗ I). (3.36)
4
Reall that for any square matrix A and a vetor b, the following equalities hold b
H
Ab =
trace{bbHA} = 〈bbH ,A〉.
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The Couhy-Bunyakovsky-Shwarz (CBS) inequality allows us to write
|〈Rf ′
k
⊗Rgk ,P′Lk〉| ≤ ‖Rf ′k ⊗Rgk‖F ‖P
′
Lk‖F . (3.37)
Thus, as a solution to (3.35), we use the Doppler frequeny fdL+1 determined as
fdL+1 = argmin
fdk
‖P′Lk‖F
eHtketk
. (3.38)
After substituting the Doppler frequeny fdL+1 that minimizes (3.38) into (3.36),
the hannel simulator parameters
{
gL+1, τ
′
L+1
}
are found from the following equa-
tion
{
gL+1, τ
′
L+1
}
= argmin
gk,τ
′
k
〈Rgk ,P′′Lk〉
(eH
f ′
k
ef ′
k
)(gHk gk)
(3.39)
where the matrix P′′Lk is dened as
P′′Lk = (e
H
f ′
k
⊗ I)P′L(ef ′
k
⊗ I). (3.40)
Appliation of the CBS inequality to (3.39) results in
τ ′L+1 = argmin
τ ′
k
‖P′′Lk‖F
eH
f ′
k
ef ′
k
(3.41)
and after substituting τ ′L+1, whih minimizes (3.41), into (3.39), we obtain
gL+1 = argmin
gk
gHk P
′′
Lgk
gHk gk
. (3.42)
The equation (3.42) is minimized by hoosing the vetor gL+1 to be equal to the
eigenvetor orresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix P′′L.
In passing note that the simulation model parameters
{
gL+1, fdL+1 , τ
′
L+1
}
an
be omputed diretly from the eigenvetor uL without generating the matries
PL, P
′
L, and P
′′
L as in (3.38), (3.41), and (3.42).
The squared gain fator c2L+1 is determined as
c2L+1 =
〈 ˆ˜RresL ,XL+1〉
〈XL+1,XL+1〉 (3.43)
where the matrix XL+1 ∈ X is obtained by substituting the omputed parameters{
gL+1, fdL+1 , τ
′
L+1
}
into (3.31). Sine the residual error matrix
ˆ˜
RresL is Hermi-
tian, the parameter c2L+1 is real. However, beause the matrix
ˆ˜
RresL annot be
guaranteed to be positive denite, the parameter c2L+1 an be negative. If this is
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the ase, no solution to the maximization problem in (3.30) an be found using
the method desribed above, i.e., the nal approximation residual error is then
given by the matrix
ˆ˜
RresL (see (3.28)).
The empirial results of applying the proposed parameter omputation method
demonstrate that the residual approximation error an be signiantly redued
by applying the yli minimization tehnique [59℄.
As before, presume that the matries {Xl}L1 ∈ X and the orresponding
squared gain fators {c2l }L1 have been determined. Using the omputational steps
desribed in (3.30)(3.42), we obtain the set of parameters
{
gL+1, fdL+1 , τ
′
L+1
} ∈
Γ and, onsequently, the matrix XL+1 ∈ X . We assume that c2L+1 ≥ 0. Other-
wise, the minimization of the Frobenius norm (3.17) is nalized with the residual
approximation error matrix
ˆ˜
RresL .
The matries {Xl}L+11 and the squared gain fators {c2l }L+11 are supplied as
initial parameter values {X(0)l }L+11 and {c2l
(0)}L+11 into an iterative minimization
proedure desribed below.
On every iteration q, q = 1, 2, . . . , the following steps are exeuted:
1) For p = 1, . . . , L+ 1, we ululate the auxiliary matries Z
(q)
p aording to
Z(q)p =


ˆ˜
R−∑L+1l=2 c2l (q−1)X(q−1)l , p = 1
ˆ˜
R−∑p−1l=1 c2l (q)X(q)l −∑L+1l=p+1 c2l (q−1)X(q−1)l , 2 ≤ p ≤ L
ˆ˜
R−∑Ll=1 c2l (q)X(q)l , p = L+ 1.
(3.44)
Use the matrix Z
(q)
p in lieu of
ˆ˜
RresL in (3.30)(3.43) to ompute the param-
eters
{
g
(q)
p , f
(q)
dp
, τ ′p
(q), cp
(q)
}
.
2) Calulate the Frobenius norm of the residual approximation error matrix
ˆ˜
R
(q)
resL+1 as follows
‖ ˆ˜R−
L+1∑
l=1
c2l
(q)
X
(q)
l ‖F = ‖ ˆ˜R(q)resL+1‖F . (3.45)
3) If the ondition ‖ ˆ˜R(q)resL+1‖F < ‖ ˆ˜R(q−1)resL+1‖F is satised, begin a new iteration.
Alternatively, set the hannel simulator parameters {gl, fdl , τ ′l , cl}L+11 equal
to
{
g
(q)
l , f
(q)
dl
, τ ′l
(q), cl
(q)
}L+1
1
and proeed with determining the initial values
for the parameters
{
gL+2, fdL+2 , τ
′
L+2, cL+2
}
using (3.30)(3.43).
As it has already been mentioned, the parameter omputation algorithm de-
veloped above is based on the MP approah [57℄. In partiular, it inherits the
energy onservation property of the MP method [55℄, whih results in derease
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of the approximation error given by (3.29), as the number of omponents L in-
reases. The onvergene of the general MP method has been analyzed in [55,57℄.
Taking into aount the arguments given in [55,57℄ and also the omments in [60℄,
we onlude that the proposed method of determining the parameters P of the
hannel simulation model in (3.7) an be onsidered only as a heuristi algorithm.
That means that even though the Frobenius norm of the residual approximation
error matrix
ˆ˜
RresL is a stritly noninreasing funtion of the number of the om-
ponents L, it does not imply that the proposed algorithm neessarily produes
the optimal solution to the problem stated in Setion 3.3.
The iterative nature of the parameter omputation algorithm desribed in
this setion impedes an assessment of its omputational omplexity. Further-
more, the omplexity of the algorithm depends on the properties of the estimated
orrelation matrix
ˆ˜
R and desired (aeptable) auray of the orrelation matrix
approximation, i.e., the aeptable residual approximation error norm ‖ ˆ˜RresL‖F
(3.29).
3.5 Simulation Results
Here, we verify the orretness of the iterative parameter omputation algorithm
desribed in the previous setion. Additionally, we investigate the inuene of
the white noise present in the measured TVFR of a wireless hannel exerted on
the performane of the algorithm. For these purposes, we employ the geometrial
two-ring hannel simulation model that has been used in Setion 2.3. Note that
the orrelation matrix R˘ of the geometrial two-ring hannel simulation model,
whih is dened similarly to (3.11), an be easily obtained by substituting the
known gains {c˘l}L1 , the Doppler frequenies {f˘dl}L1 , the propagation delays {τ˘ ′l}L1 ,
and the vetors {g˘l}L1 into (3.11), (3.12), (3.13), and (3.14), respetively. The
vetor g˘l, l = 1, . . . , L, is given by the Kroneker produt of the steering vetor
(see Chapter 5) of a transmitting antenna, alulated for the known diretion-of-
departure (DOD) ψl, and the steering vetor of a reeiving antenna, alulated
for the known diretion-of-arrival (DOA) φl. Below, we refer to the orrelation
matrix R˘ of the geometrial two-ring hannel simulation model as the sample
orrelation matrix.
Some of the parameters of the geometrial two-ring hannel simulation model
read as (see also Setion 2.3):
• Number of satterers: L = 50;
• Reeiving antenna: 2-element omnidiretional uniform linear array;
• Transmitting antenna: 2-element omnidiretional uniform linear array;
• Time between hannel snapshots: △t = 0.07 s;
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• Maximum Doppler frequeny: 7 Hz;
• SNR: 5 dB.
Aording to the problem formulation stated in Setion 3.3, we determine the
set of parameters P = {L, {cl}L1 , {gl}L1 , {fdl}L1 , {τ ′l }L1 } of the hannel simulation
model (3.7) as follows
Pˆ = min
P
∥∥Rˇ−R∥∥
F (3.46)
where the matrix Rˇ = R˘+ σ2I is the sample-plus-noise orrelation matrix. The
term σ2I represents the orrelation matrix of the omplex zero-mean multivariate
Gaussian white noise. The parameter σ2 signies the power of the noise om-
ponent orresponding the speied SNR. The identity matrix I is of the same
dimensions as the sample orrelation matrix R˘.
In Fig. 3.1, several examples of the sample-plus-noise temporal ross-orrelation
funtions (TCCFs) rˇti1,i2 [ι] and the sample-plus-noise frequeny ross-orrelation
funtions (FCCFs) rˇf ′i1,i2
[κ], i1, i2 = 1, . . . , NTNR, are presented together with
the orresponding TCCFs rti1,i2 [ι] and FCCFs rf ′i1,i2
[κ] of the hannel simulation
model (3.7). The TCCFs rˇti1,i2 [ι] and FCCFs rˇf ′i1,i2
[κ] are extrated from the
alulated sample-plus-noise orrelation matrix
5 Rˇ (see Setion 3.2). Similarly,
the TCCFs rti1,i2 [ι] and FCCFs rf ′i1,i2
[κ] are extrated from the orrelation matrix
R. In Fig. 3.1, we also show the sample TCCFs r˘f ′i1,i2
[κ] and the sample FCCFs
r˘f ′i1,i2
[κ] of the geometrial two-ring hannel simulation model for the noise-free
ase, extrated from the sample orrelation matrix R˘.
As an be seen from the gure, the orrelation properties of the resulting
hannel simulation model (3.7) losely approximate the orresponding orrelation
properties of the geometrial two-ring hannel simulation model and are not signif-
iantly eeted by the presene of the noise omponent in the sample-plus-noise
orrelation matrix Rˇ. The observed resistane of the parameter omputation
method to the white noise present in the TVFR an be attributed to the fat
that the eigenvetors of the sample orrelation matrix R˘ are also the eigenvetors
of the sample-plus-noise orrelation matrix Rˇ. Reall that the hannel simula-
tor parameters
{{gl}L1 , {fdl}L1 , {τ ′l}L1 } are determined by using the eigenvetors
of the orrelation matrix Rˇ (see Subsetion 3.4.2). It should be mentioned, how-
ever, that the apability to single out the white noise omponent ontained in
the orrelation matrix to a large extend depends on the range of the time lags
|ι| ≤ ιmax and the range of the frequeny lags |κ| ≤ κmax, at whih the orrelation
properties of the hannel TVFR are estimated. The onduted simulations sug-
5
The sample-plus-noise TCCFs rˇti1,i2 [ι] and the sample-plus-noise FCCFs rˇf ′i1,i2
[κ], i1, i2 =
1, . . . , NTNR, are dened as E{hˇi1 [m,n]hˇ
∗
i2
[m,n+ι]} and E{hˇi1 [m,n]hˇ
∗
i2
[m+κ, n]}, respetively,
where hˇi[m,n], i = 1, . . . , NTNR, designates the TVFR of the i-th subhannel synthesized by
using the geometrial two-ring hannel simulation model and ontaminated with white noise.
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gest that for the hosen time interval between hannel snapshots △t = 0.07 s and
the interval between the frequenies △f ′ = 1.957 · 105 Hz, the results similar to
those presented in Fig. 3.1 are ahieved when the values of κmax and ιmax satisfy
the ondition κmaxιmax ≥ 50.
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Figure 3.1: Examples of the TCCFs and FCCFs of the geometrial two-ring
hannel simulation model (with and without white noise) and the
orresponding TCCFs and FCCFs of the designed hannel simulator.
3.6 Appliations to Real-World Measurement Data
The usefulness of the proposed design method is illustrated by onstruting several
MIMO wideband hannel simulators based on the measured TVFRs of real-world
hannels. Our prime interest is to test the onvergene of the parameter om-
putation algorithm (see Setion 3.4), as well as to assess the omplexity of the
hannel simulators measured by the number of terms L in (3.7).
The hannel simulator design method desribed in this hapter is based on the
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assumption that the TVFR of a physial radio hannel is WSS w.r.t. time and
frequeny. The intervals in the time-frequeny plane, over whih the measured
TVFRs an be assumed WSS, have been identied using the stationarity test
developed in Chapter 2.
The desription of the measurement sites an be found in Appendix A. Addi-
tionally, Appendix A ontains information about the measurement method and
the equipment setup.
3.6.1 Miro Cell Site  Regular Street Geometry
The normalized residual approximation error norm ‖ ˆ˜RresL‖F /‖ ˆ˜R‖F versus the
number of omponents L in (3.7) is depited in Fig. 3.2 (a). As an be seen from
the gure, the normalized error norm drops below 5% at L = 63. The resulting
normalized error norm orresponding to L = 120 is about 3%.
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Figure 3.2: The normalized residual approximation error norm versus the num-
ber of omponents L for (a) the MIMO wideband hannel simulator
and (b) the trunated disrete KLE (miro ell site  regular street
geometry).
For omparison reasons, we show in Fig. 3.2 (b) the results obtained from
the trunated disrete KLE of the measured hannel TVFR [61℄. The normalized
residual approximation error norm for the trunated disrete KLE is alulated
aording to the following expression
‖ ˆ˜RresL‖F /‖
ˆ˜
R‖F =
√∑
l λ
2
l −
∑
l≤L λ
2
l∑
l λ
2
l
(3.47)
where λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . are the ordered eigenvalues of the matrix ˆ˜R. The normalized
error norm of 5% is ahieved with L = 41 prinipal omponents orresponding to
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the largest eigenvalues of the estimated orrelation matrix
ˆ˜
R. For L = 120, the
normalized error norm is about 1%.
It is important to note that the trunated disrete KLE provides the optimal,
in the mean-square error sense, approximation of the estimated orrelation matrix
ˆ˜
R for a given L. As we have mentioned in Setion 3.2, the disadvantage of the
trunated disrete KLE is the lak of an analytial solution for the eigenvetors
of the orrelation matrix
ˆ˜
R. To illustrate this point, assume that we need to
synthesize a realization of the hannel TVFR on an interval of time of duration
0.7 s. Without going into details, it is suient to say that the size of the estimated
orrelation matrix
ˆ˜
R has to be doubled in eah dimension as ompared to the size
of the orrelation matrix enrolled in this subsetion. If we applied the trunated
disrete KLE to the enlarged matrix
ˆ˜
R, the number of the prinipal omponents
required to approximate the new orrelation matrix with the same 5% normalized
approximation error norm would be inreased to L = 62, i.e., by 50%, and would
be omparable with L = 63 exponential omponents in the hannel simulation
model (3.7).
In Fig. 3.3, several examples of the alulated TCCFs rti1,i2 [ι] and the FC-
CFs rf ′i1,i2
[κ], i1, i2 = 1, . . . , NTNR, are presented together with the orresponding
estimated TCCFs
ˆ˜rti1,i2 [ι] and FCCFs
ˆ˜rf ′i1,i2
[κ] of the measured hannel. The esti-
mated TCCFs
ˆ˜rti1,i2 [ι] and FCCFs
ˆ˜rf ′i1,i2
[κ] of the measured hannel are extrated
from the estimated spae-time-frequeny orrelation matrix
ˆ˜
R (see Setion 3.4).
The approximate 95% ondene intervals [62℄ for the estimated TCCFs and FC-
CFs shown in Fig. 3.3 have been obtained assuming that the elements of the
estimated matries
ˆ˜
R[κ, ι] in (3.18) are omplex Gaussian distributed random
variables. As an be seen from Fig. 3.3, the orrelation funtions of the hannel
simulator are well tted to the orresponding estimated orrelation funtions of
the physial hannel. A signiant disrepany exists between the TACFs rti,i [ι]
and the estimated TACFs
ˆ˜rti,i [ι] at time lag ι = 0 as well as between the FACFs
rf ′i,i [κ] and the estimated FACFs
ˆ˜rf ′i,i [κ] at the frequeny lag κ = 0. Taking
into aount the results presented in Setion 3.5, a possible explanation for this
disrepany ould be the presene of `measurement' noise in the TVFR h˜[m,n],
weakly orrelated in time, frequeny, and spae.
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Figure 3.3: Examples of the estimated TCCFs and FCCFs of the physial han-
nel and the orresponding TCCFs and FCCFs of the designed MIMO
wideband hannel simulator (miro ell site  regular street geome-
try).
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Reall that the envelope PDFs of the subhannels hi[m,n], i = 1, . . . , NTNR,
are not diretly taken into aount in the design method desribed in Setion 3.4.
Nevertheless, it is of interest to onsider the resulting envelope PDFs p|hi|(x) given
by (3.8) for a speial ase of the omplex weighting oeients with the onstant
magnitudes Ξl = 1, l = 1, . . . , L, (see Setion 3.2). Figure 3.4 presents the
alulated envelope PDFs for two subhannels. The alulated envelope PDFs
p|hi|(x) in Fig. 3.4 are shown together with the estimated empirial envelope
PDFs p|h˜i|(x) and the Rayleigh PDFs orresponding to the omplex weighting
oeients Ul ∼ CN (0, 1). Note that the envelope PDFs alulated by using (3.8)
follow the Rayleigh distribution.
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Figure 3.4: Examples of the envelope PDFs for the MIMO wideband hannel
simulator p|hi|(x) and the orresponding empirial PDFs p|h˜i|(x)
(miro ell site  regular street geometry).
In Fig. 3.5, the umulative distribution funtions (CDFs) of the instantaneous
hannel apaity (mutual information) of the measured hannel and a synthesized
hannel are presented. The instantaneous apaity C[n] for the simulated hannel
an be obtained for all time instanes tn, n = 1, . . . , N , aording to the denition
[4, 41, 42℄
C[n] =
1
M
M−1∑
m=0
log2
[
det
(
I+
ρ
NTF [n]
H[m,n]HH [m,n]
)]
(3.48)
where the hannel matrix H[m,n] has been dened in (3.1), ρ denotes the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR), and I is the unity matrix. The normalization fator F [n] at
eah time instane is given by
F [n] =
1
M
M−1∑
m=0
‖H[m,n]‖2F . (3.49)
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The instantaneous apaity of the measured physial hannel is dened in a similar
way.
Due to the fat that the number N of the available snapshots of the TVFR
is limited for a real-world wireless hannel, we split the available frequeny band-
width B = 100 MHz into smaller frequeny bands of about 20 MHz. The in-
stantaneous apaities of the measured hannel and the simulated hannel are
alulated for eah of the frequeny bands aording to the formulas (3.48) and
(3.49).
As it an be seen from Fig. 3.5, the apaity CDF of the generated hannel is
biased ompared to the apaity CDF of the measured hannel. This result an
be foreseen by inspeting the plots in Fig. 3.3. As it has already been mentioned,
the TACFs rti,i [0] and the FACFs rf ′i,i [0], whih dene the varianes of the gen-
erated TVFRs hi[m,n], i = 1, . . . , NTNR, are smaller than the estimated TACFs
ˆ˜rti,i [0] and FACFs
ˆ˜rf ′i,i [0] of the orresponding measured TVFRs h˜i[m,n]. It is of
interest to investigate if the bias an be removed by adjusting the varianes of the
TVFRs hi[m,n], i = 1, . . . , NTNR. For this purpose, a omplex `measurement'
noise
6
, unorrelated in time, spae, and frequeny, is added to the generated re-
alizations of the TVFR h[m,n]. Indeed, as an be seen from Fig. 3.5, adding the
`measurement' noise, whih follows the omplex multivariate Gaussian distribu-
tion with zero means and the diagonal ovariane matrix, to the TVFR h[m,n],
eliminates the bias. The elements along the main diagonal of the `measurement'
noise ovariane matrix are given by σ2i =
ˆ˜rti,i [0]− rti,i [0], i = 1, . . . , NTNR.
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Figure 3.5: Capaity CDFs of the simulated hannel and the measured hannel
for the SNR ρ = 20 dB (miro ell site  regular street geometry).
6
The `measurement' noise should not be onfused with the noise at the input of a reeiver
represented by the SNR ρ in (3.48).
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The estimated mean µC values and standard deviations σC of the instanta-
neous apaity of the measured hannel and the simulated hannels (with and
without `measurement' noise) are given in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Estimated mean and standard deviation of the apaity (miro ell
site  regular street geometry).
Measured Channel Channel simulator
hannel simulator with `measurement' noise
Mean, µC (bps/Hz) 7.25 6.48 7.23
Standard deviation, σC (bps/Hz) 0.81 0.9 0.81
3.6.2 Miro Cell Site  Open Market Plae
The normalized residual approximation error norm is shown in Fig. 3.6 (a). The
7% normalized error norm is ahieved with L = 179 omponents in the han-
nel simulation model (3.7). Compare this value with the results presented in
Fig. 3.6 (b) for the trunated disrete KLE. Here, the 5% normalized error norm
is ahieved with L = 104 prinipal omponents, while for L = 179 omponents
the normalized residual approximation error norm is about 2%.
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Figure 3.6: The normalized residual approximation error norm versus the num-
ber of omponents L for (a) the hannel simulator and (b) the trun-
ated disrete KLE (miro ell site  open market plae).
Examples of the estimated TCCFs
ˆ˜rti1,i2 [ι] and FCCFs
ˆ˜rf ′i1,i2
[κ] of the mea-
sured hannel are depited in Fig. 3.7 together with their respetive ounterparts
rti1,i2 [ι] and rf ′i1,i2
[κ] alulated for the developed hannel simulator. As it an
be seen from Fig 3.7, the TCCFs rti1,i2 [ι] and the FCCFs rf ′i1,i2
[κ] of the designed
hannel simulator losely approximate the orresponding TCCFs and FCCFs es-
timated from the measurement data.
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Figure 3.7: Examples of the estimated TCCFs and FCCFs of the physial han-
nel and the orresponding TCCFs and FCCFs of the designed MIMO
wideband hannel simulator (miro ell site  open market plae).
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Examples of the envelope PDFs p|hi|(x) (see (3.8)) and the empirial envelope
PDFs p|h˜i|(x) estimated from the measurement data are shown in Fig. 3.8. Clearly,
the envelope PDFs p|hi|(x) follow the Rayleigh distribution.
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Figure 3.8: Examples of the envelope PDFs of the MIMO wideband hannel sim-
ulator p|hi|(x) and the orresponding empirial PDFs p|h˜i|(x) (miro
ell site  open market plae).
The CDFs of the instantaneous hannel apaity C[n] of a synthesized han-
nel and of the measured hannel alulated as desribed in Subsetion 3.6.1 are
demonstrated in Fig. 3.9. Note the absene of the bias between the two CDF
urves shown in the gure.
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Figure 3.9: Capaity CDFs of the simulated hannel and the measured hannel
for an SNR ρ = 20 dB (miro ell site  open market plae).
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The mean values µC and the standard deviations σC of the instantaneous
apaity of the synthesized hannel and the measured hannel are presented in
Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Estimated mean and standard deviation of the apaity (miro ell
site  open market plae).
Measured Channel Channel simulator
hannel simulator with `measurement' noise
Mean, µC (bps/Hz) 8.63 8.67 8.75
Standard deviation, σC (bps/Hz) 1.32 1.05 0.93
3.6.3 Miro/Pio Cell Site  Passageway
In Figs. 3.10 (a)(b), the normalized residual approximation error norm is shown
for the hannel simulator and the trunated disrete KLE, respetively. The
5% normalized error norm is ahieved with L = 143 omponents in the hannel
simulator (3.7) vs. L = 67 prinipal omponents in ase of the trunated disrete
KLE (see (3.47)). Correspondingly, L = 161 omponents in (3.7) provide the
normalized error norm below 4.9%, while for L = 161 omponents in the trunated
disrete KLE the normalized error norm is below 3.5%.
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Figure 3.10: The normalized residual approximation error norm versus the num-
ber of omponents L for (a) the MIMO wideband hannel simu-
lator and (b) the trunated disrete KLE (miro/pio ell site 
passageway).
Examples of the estimated TCCFs
ˆ˜rti1,i2 [ι] and FCCFs
ˆ˜rf ′i1,i2
[κ] of the mea-
sured hannel together with their respetive ounterparts rti1,i2 [ι] and rf ′i1,i2
[κ]
alulated for the developed hannel simulator are depited in Fig. 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Examples of the estimated TCCFs and FCCFs of the physial
hannel and the orresponding TCCFs and FCCFs of the designed
MIMO wideband hannel simulator (miro/pio ell site  passage-
way).
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Note the disrepany between the TACFs
ˆ˜rti,i [ι] and rti,i [ι] at time lag ι = 0,
and between the FACFs
ˆ˜rf ′i,i [κ] and rf ′i,i [κ] at frequeny lag κ = 0.
Figure 3.12, demonstrates the examples of the envelope PDFs p|hi|(x) (see
(3.8)). The orresponding empirial envelope PDFs p|h˜i|(x) are also plotted in
the same gure. It an be observed that the envelope PDFs p|hi|(x) given by (3.8)
follow the Rayleigh distributions. In Fig. 3.12, it is shown that the empirial
envelope PDFs p|h˜i|(x) also follow the Rayleigh distributions. Thus, the evident
disrepany between the envelope PDFs p|hi|(x) and the empirial envelope PDFs
in Fig. 3.12 is due to the dierene in the varianes (the TACFs rti,i [0] and
ˆ˜rti,i [0]
in Fig. 3.11) of the orresponding random proesses hi and h˜i.
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Figure 3.12: Examples of the envelope PDFs of the MIMO wideband hannel
simulator p|hi|(x) and the orresponding empirial PDFs p|h˜i|(x)
(miro/pio ell site  passageway).
In Fig. 3.13, the CDFs of the instantaneous hannel apaity (see Subse-
tion 3.6.1) of the measured hannel and of a simulated hannel realization are
depited. Observe, that the mismath between the apaity CDFs (bias) an be
redued by adding a white `measurement' noise to the simulated TVFR h[m,n],
as desribed in Subsetion 3.6.1.
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Figure 3.13: Capaity CDFs of a simulated hannel and the measured hannel
for an SNR ρ = 20 dB (miro/pio ell site  passageway).
The mean values µC and the standard deviations σC of the instantaneous
apaity of the simulated hannels and the measured hannel are presented in
Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Estimated mean and standard deviation of the apaity (miro/pio
ell site  passageway).
Measured Channel Channel simulator
hannel simulator with `measurement' noise
Mean, µC (bps/Hz) 8.45 7.9 8.59
Standard deviation, σC (bps/Hz) 1.17 1.21 0.82
3.6.4 Indoor Cell Site
For the indoor propagation senario, the normalized residual approximation error
norm versus the number of omponents L is shown in Figs. 3.14 (a)(b) for the
hannel simulator and the trunated disrete KLE, respetively. In this ase, the
normalized error norm for the designed hannel simulator has onverged to 10%
for L = 220 omponents (see (3.7)). The trunated disrete KLE with L = 220
prinipal omponents provides the normalized residual approximation error norm
of about 2%. For the referene, the 5% normalized error norm is ahieved with
L = 139 omponents in ase of the trunated disrete KLE.
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Figure 3.14: The normalized residual approximation error norm versus the num-
ber of omponents L for (a) the hannel simulator and (b) the
trunated disrete KLE (indoor ell site).
Fig. 3.15 depits several examples of the TCCFs
ˆ˜rti1,i2 [ι] and FCCFs
ˆ˜rf ′i1,i2
[κ],
estimated from the measurement data, as well as the TCCFs rti1,i2 [ι] and the FC-
CFs rf ′i1,i2
[κ], alulated for the developed hannel simulator. As an be seen from
Fig. 3.15, the approximation of the FCCFs is worse ompared to the propagation
senarios onsidered in the previous subsetions.
Examples of the envelope PDFs p|hi|(x) obtained by using (3.8) and the orre-
sponding empirial envelope PDFs p|h˜i|(x) estimated from the measured TVFRs
are shown in Fig. 3.16. We observe that the envelope PDFs p|hi|(x) given by (3.8)
follow the Rayleigh PDF.
The instantaneous hannel apaity CDFs of the measured hannel and of a
generated hannel realization (see Subsetion 3.6.1) are demonstrated in Fig. 3.16.
The mean values µC and the standard deviations σC of the instantaneous apaity
are presented in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Estimated mean and standard deviation of the apaity (indoor ell
site).
Measured Channel Channel simulator
hannel simulator with `measurement' noise
Mean, µC (bps/Hz) 8.15 7.97 8.1
Standard deviation, σC (bps/Hz) 1.03 0.85 0.79
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Figure 3.15: Examples of the estimated TCCFs and FCCFs of the physial
hannel and the orresponding TCCFs and FCCFs of the designed
MIMO wideband hannel simulator (indoor ell site).
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Figure 3.16: Examples of the envelope PDFs of the MIMO wideband hannel
simulator p|hi|(x) and the orresponding empirial PDFs p|h˜i|(x)
(indoor ell site).
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Figure 3.17: Capaity CDFs for a simulated hannel and the measured hannel
for an SNR ρ = 20 dB (indoor ell site).
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3.7 Design of Measurement-Based Stohasti Channel
Simulators for MIMO Narrowband Channels
So far, we have been onerned with the design of stohasti hannel simula-
tors for MIMO wideband hannels. In this setion, we desribe an adaptation of
the method, proposed in the previous setions, for designing measurement-based
hannel simulators for MIMO narrowband hannels. In agreement with the de-
nition of a narrowband hannel [3, 4℄, it is presumed that the TVFR H˜[m,n] of
a real-world NT × NR MIMO wireless hannel has a onstant magnitude and a
linear phase shift over the frequeny interval [−B/2, B/2] (at fading).
3.7.1 Stohasti Channel Simulation Model
The synthesized TVFR of a MIMO narrowband wireless hannel at disrete time
instanes tn = n△t ∈ [0, T ], n = 0, . . . , N − 1, is represented by the matrix
sequene
H[n] =


H1,1[n] . . . H1,NR [n]
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
HNT ,1[n] . . . HNT ,NR [n]

 . (3.50)
The TVFR H[n], in the vetorized form, is generated using the following simula-
tion model
h[n] = vec(H[n]) =
L∑
l=1
clgle
j2pifdl tnUl. (3.51)
where the set of parameters P = {L, {cl}L1 , {gl}L1 , {fdl}L1 } and the omplex
weighting oeients {Ul}L1 are speied as in Setion 3.2.
The spae-time orrelation matrix R is dened as follows
R = E
{
v[n]vH [n]
}
=


R[0] · · · R[−ιmax]
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
R[ιmax] · · · R[0]

 . (3.52)
where the vetor v[n] is dened by v[n] = [hT [n] . . .hT [n− ιmax]]T . Using (3.51),
the orrelation matrix R an be written as
R =
L∑
l=1
c2lRtl ⊗Rgl (3.53)
where the matries Rtl and Rgl are dened in (3.12) and (3.14), respetively.
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3.7.2 Parameter Computation Method
The following riterion is proposed for determining the set of parameters P of the
hannel simulation model (3.51)
Pˆ = min
P
∥∥∥ ˆ˜R−∑Ll=1 c2lRtl ⊗Rgl∥∥∥
F
(3.54)
where
ˆ˜
R is the estimated orrelation matrix, whih is dened similarly to (3.52)
as
ˆ˜
R =


ˆ˜
R[0] · · · ˆ˜R[−ιmax]
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
ˆ˜
R[ιmax] · · · ˆ˜R[0]

 . (3.55)
The onsistent estimates of the orrelation matries
ˆ˜
R[ι], ι = −ιmax, . . . , 0, . . . , ιmax,
ιmax ∈ R in (3.55) are obtained as
ˆ˜
R[ι] =
1
(N − |ι|)
N−1−|ι|∑
n=0
h˜[n]h˜H [n+ ι]. (3.56)
The minimization of the Frobenius norm in (3.54) is aomplished by applying
an adapted version of the iterative parameter omputation method desribed in
Subsetion 3.4.2. The method is based on deomposing the estimated orrelation
matrix
ˆ˜
R over a library X of the Hermitian matries X = Rt ⊗Rg, where eah
member Xk = Rtk ⊗Rgk of the matrix library an be written as (f. (3.31))
Xk = xkx
H
k = (etk ⊗ gk)(etk ⊗ gk)H . (3.57)
The set of parameters P = {L, {cl}L1 , {gl}L1 , {fdl}L1 } is omputed aording to
the proedure desribed in Subsetion 3.4.2. However, the Equations (3.39)(3.42)
are to be dropped as they are not relevant for narrowband hannels. Instead, after
substituting the Doppler frequeny fdL+1 , whih minimizes (3.38), into (3.36), the
vetor gL+1 is found as
gL+1 = argmin
gk
gHk P
′
Lgk
gHk gk
. (3.58)
Below, we present some examples of designing hannel simulators for real-
world MIMO narrowband hannels.
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3.7.3 Appliations to Real-World Measurement Data
In the onsidered examples, whih illustrate the development of hannel simulators
for MIMO narrowband hannels, we use the same measured TVFRs of the real-
world hannels that have been already employed in Setion 3.6 for illustrating the
design of the hannel simulators for MIMO wideband hannels.
First, we onsider the onvergene of the iterative parameter omputation
method of Subsetion 3.7.2. The normalized residual approximation error norm
‖ ˆ˜RresL‖F /‖
ˆ˜
R‖F versus the number of omponents L in (3.51) is shown for dier-
ent propagation environments in Figs. 3.18 (a)3.21 (a). For omparison reasons,
Figs. 3.18 (b)  3.21 (b) depit the normalized residual approximation error
norms obtained aording to (3.47) for the trunated disrete KLEs. For the ase
of MIMO narrowband hannels, the ordered eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . of the
matrix
ˆ˜
R dened in (3.55) are substituted into (3.47). As it an be seen from
Figs. 3.183.21, the resulting normalized error norm is below 5% for all developed
hannel simulators.
Examples of the estimated TCCFs
ˆ˜rti1,i2 [ι] of the measured hannels together
with their respetive ounterparts rti1,i2 [ι] alulated for the developed hannel
simulators are depited in Figs. 3.223.25. As an be seen from the plots, the
TCCFs of all developed hannel simulators losely approximate the orresponding
TCCFs of the measured hannels. Note that due to a small number of the TCCFs
samples, κmax = 5, the parameter omputation method of Subsetion 3.7.2 is not
able to single out the ontribution of the `measurement' noise in the estimated
orrelation matrix
ˆ˜
R (see Setion 3.5).
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Figure 3.18: The normalized residual approximation error norm versus the num-
ber of omponents L for (a) the MIMO narrowband hannel simu-
lator and (b) the trunated disrete KLE (miro ell site  regular
street geometry).
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Figure 3.19: The normalized residual approximation error norm versus the num-
ber of omponents L for (a) the MIMO narrowband hannel sim-
ulator and (b) the trunated disrete KLE (miro ell site  open
market plae).
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Figure 3.20: The normalized residual approximation error norm versus the num-
ber of omponents L for (a) the MIMO narrowband hannel sim-
ulator and (b) the trunated disrete KLE (miro/pio ell site 
passageway).
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Figure 3.21: The normalized residual approximation error norm versus the num-
ber of omponents L for (a) the MIMO narrowband hannel sim-
ulator and (b) the trunated disrete KLE (indoor ell site).
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Figure 3.22: Examples of the estimated TCCFs of the physial hannel and the
orresponding TCCFs of the designed MIMO narrowband hannel
simulator (miro ell site  regular street geometry).
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Figure 3.23: Examples of the estimated TCCFs of the physial hannel and the
orresponding TCCFs of the designed MIMO narrowband hannel
simulator (miro ell site  open market plae).
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Figure 3.24: Examples of the estimated TCCFs of the physial hannel and the
orresponding TCCFs of the designed MIMO narrowband hannel
simulator (miro/pio ell site  passageway).
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Figure 3.25: Examples of the estimated TCCFs of the physial hannel and the
orresponding TCCFs of the designed MIMO narrowband hannel
simulator (indoor ell site).
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3.8 Design of Measurement-Based Stohasti Channel
Simulators for SISO Wideband Channels
In this setion, the hannel simulation model desribed in Setion 3.2 is adapted
for synthesizing TVFRs of SISO wideband hannels. Additionally, the model pa-
rameter omputation method developed in Setion 3.4 is modied for determining
the parameters of measurement-based SISO wideband hannel simulators.
It is assumed that the TVFR h˜[m,n] of a real-world SISO wideband hannel
has been measured at disrete frequenies f ′m = −B/2 +m△f ′ ∈ [−B/2, B/2],
m = 0, . . . ,M−1, and at disrete time instanes tn = n△t ∈ [0, T ], n = 0, . . . , N−
1. We assume that the measured TVFR h˜[m,n] is a 2D zero-mean omplex
random proess, whih is time- and frequeny-shift invariant w.r.t. the orrelation
properties.
3.8.1 Stohasti Channel Simulation Model
The TVFR h[m,n] of a SISO wideband wireless hannel at disrete frequenies
f ′m, m = 0, . . . ,M − 1, and at disrete time instanes tn, n = 0, . . . , N − 1, is
desribed as
h[m,n] =
L∑
l=1
cle
j(2pifdl tn−2pif
′
mτ
′
l
)Ul (3.59)
where the simulation model parameters P = {L, {cl}L1 , {fdl}L1 , {τ ′l}L1 } as well as
the omplex weighting oeients Ul, l = 1, . . . , L, have been dened in Se-
tion 3.2.
When the magnitudes {Ξl}L1 of the omplex weighting oeients {Ul}L1 are
onstant and all are equal to 1, the envelope PDF p|h|(x) of the simulated TVFR
h[m,n] is given by (f. (3.8))
p|h|(x) =
∫ ∞
0
xJ0(xζ)
(
L∏
l=1
J0(|cl|ζ)
)
ζdζ. (3.60)
The orrelation properties of the synthesized TVFR h[m,n] are desribed by
the temporal-frequeny orrelation matrix R whih is dened as (f. (3.9))
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R = E
{
v[m,n]vH [m,n]
}
=


r[0, 0] · · · r[−κmax, 0] · · · r[0,−ιmax] · · · r[−κmax,−ιmax]
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
r[κmax, 0] · · · r[0, 0] · · · r[κmax,−ιmax] · · · r[0,−ιmax]
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
r[0, ιmax] · · · r[−κmax, ιmax] · · · r[0, 0] · · · r[−κmax, 0]
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
r[κmax, ιmax] · · · r[0, ιmax] · · · r[κmax, 0] · · · r[0, 0]


(3.61)
where the vetor v[m,n] is dened by v[m,n] = [h[m,n] . . . h[m−κmax, n] . . . h[m,n−
ιmax] . . . h[m − κmax, n − ιmax]]T . By using (3.59), the orrelation matrix R an
be written as
R =
L∑
l=1
c2lRtl ⊗Rf ′l (3.62)
where the matries Rtl and Rf ′l
have been dened in (3.12) and (3.13), respe-
tively. Note that the positive semi-denite matrix R is Hermitian and blok-
Toeplitz.
3.8.2 Parameter Computation Method
The set of parameters P of the hannel simulation model dened in (3.59) is
determined aording to the following riterion
Pˆ = min
P
∥∥∥ ˆ˜R−∑Ll=1 c2lRtl ⊗Rf ′l∥∥∥F (3.63)
where
ˆ˜
R is the estimated orrelation matrix dened similarly to (3.61). The
elements of the estimated matrix
ˆ˜
R are obtained as
ˆ˜r[κ, ι] =
1
(M − |κ|)(N − |ι|)
M−1−|κ|∑
m=0
N−1−|ι|∑
n=0
h˜[m,n]h˜H [m+ κ, n + ι]. (3.64)
The minimization of the Frobenius norm in (3.63) is aomplished by using a
modiation of the iterative algorithm proposed in Subsetion 3.4.2. In partiular,
the matrix library X (see Subsetion 3.4.2) onsists of the matries Xk = Rtk ⊗
Rf ′
k
. Eah member Xk of the matrix library is onstruted by substituting the
hannel simulator parameters fdk and τ
′
k into (3.12) and (3.13), respetively. The
only required modiation of the proedure desribed by the expressions (3.33)
(3.43) in Subsetion 3.4.2, is that Equation (3.42) is to be omitted.
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The performane of the modied parameter omputation method is demon-
strated with examples in the next subsetion.
3.8.3 Appliations to Real-World Measurement Data
The parameter omputation method developed in Subsetion 3.8.2 has been ap-
plied to the measured TVFRs of the real-world hannels (see Appendix A). Sine
SISO wideband hannels are onsidered in this setion, only data obtained from
a single pair of transmitting-reeiving antennas have been used to determine the
parameters of the hannel simulators. The results illustrating the performane of
the designed hannel simulators are presented below.
The normalized residual approximation error norm ‖ ˆ˜RresL‖F /‖ ˆ˜R‖F versus the
number of omponents L in (3.59) is shown for the designed hannel simulators in
Figs. 3.263.29. The dashed line in the gures signies the 5% normalized error
norm. Clearly, the resulting normalized error norm for all four hannel simulators
is below this value. For omparison reasons, Figs. 3.263.29 also demonstrate the
orresponding normalized residual approximation error norms for the trunated
disrete KLEs alulated aording to (3.47).
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Figure 3.26: The normalized residual approximation error norm versus the num-
ber of omponents L for (a) the SISO wideband hannel simulator
and (b) the trunated disrete KLE (miro ell site  regular street
geometry).
The estimated TACFs
ˆ˜rt[ι] and FACFs ˆ˜rf ′ [κ] of the four real-world hannels
and the TACFs rt[ι] and FACFs rf ′ [κ] of the orresponding hannel simulators are
depited in Figs. 3.303.33. As an be seen from the gures, notieable disrepan-
ies exist between the TACFs
ˆ˜rt[ι] and rt[ι] at ι = 0 as well as between the FACFs
ˆ˜rf ′ [κ] and rf ′ [κ] at κ = 0 orresponding to the regular street and the passageway
propagation senarios (f. the results presented in Figs. 3.3, 3.7, 3.11, 3.15).
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Figure 3.27: The normalized residual approximation error norm versus the num-
ber of omponents L for (a) the SISO wideband hannel simulator
and (b) the trunated disrete KLE (miro ell site  open market
plae).
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Figure 3.28: The normalized residual approximation error norm versus the num-
ber of omponents L for (a) the SISO wideband hannel simulator
and (b) the trunated disrete KLE (miro/pio ell site  passage-
way).
Figures 3.343.37 depit the envelope PDFs alulated by using (3.60) in ase
of the omplex weighting oeients Ul having the onstant magnitudes Ξl = 1,
l = 1, . . . , L (see Subsetion 3.2.1). As expeted, the envelope PDFs alulated
by using (3.60) math the Rayleigh PDFs. Figs. 3.343.37 also demonstrate the
empirial envelope PDFs p|h˜|(x) of the real-world hannels.
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Figure 3.29: The normalized residual approximation error norm versus the num-
ber of omponents L for (a) the SISO wideband hannel simulator
and (b) the trunated disrete KLE (indoor ell site).
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Figure 3.30: (a) The TACFs and (b) the FACFs of the real-world hannel and
the SISO wideband hannel simulator (miro ell site  regular
street geometry).
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Figure 3.31: (a) The TACFs and (b) the FACFs of the real-world hannel and
the SISO wideband hannel simulator (miro ell site  open mar-
ket plae).
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Figure 3.32: (a) The TACFs and (b) the FACFs of the real-world hannel and
the SISO wideband hannel simulator (miro/pio ell site  pas-
sageway).
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Figure 3.33: (a) The TACFs and (b) the FACFs of the real-world hannel and
the SISO wideband hannel simulator (indoor ell site).
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Figure 3.34: The envelope PDF p|h|(x) of the SISO wideband hannel simulator
and the empirial PDF p|h˜|(x) of the real-world hannel (miro ell
site  regular street geometry).
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Figure 3.35: The envelope PDF p|h|(x) of the SISO wideband hannel simulator
and the empirial PDF p|h˜|(x) of the real-world hannel (miro ell
site  open market plae).
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Figure 3.36: The envelope PDF p|h|(x) of the SISO wideband hannel simula-
tor and the empirial PDF p|h˜|(x) of the real-world hannel (mi-
ro/pio ell site  passageway).
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Figure 3.37: The envelope PDF p|h|(x) of the SISO wideband hannel simulator
and the empirial PDF p|h˜|(x) of the real-world hannel (indoor ell
site).
3.9 Chapter Summary
In this hapter, we have presented a method for designing measurement-based
stohasti hannel simulators for wireless time-variant ommuniation hannels.
The method is grounded on tting the orrelation properties of a hannel sim-
ulation model to the orresponding orrelation properties of a prototype real-
world hannel. Depending on whether a hannel simulator is to be designed for a
MIMO/SISO or narrowband/wideband radio hannel, a ombination of the tem-
poral, frequeny, and spatial orrelation properties is taken into onsideration. It
should be mentioned that the separability of the orrelation properties in time,
frequeny, and spae is not presumed.
The parameters of hannel simulators are determined by using an iterative
algorithm developed in this hapter. As it has been demonstrated by various
examples, the proposed algorithm is able to produe aeptable results for wire-
less hannels in dierent propagation environments. Additionally, the algorithm
exhibits resistane to the white `measurement' noise omponent possibly present
in the estimated orrelation matrix of a real-world hannel. However, a serious
drawbak of the proposed parameter omputation algorithm is its rather high
omputational omplexity, espeially for the ase of MIMO wideband hannels.
In the next hapter, we will onsider a dierent approah to the develop-
ment of measurement-based hannel simulation models for time-variant wireless
ommuniation hannels.
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Chapter 4
Two-Dimensional Autoregressive
Model for MIMO Wideband
Mobile Radio Channels
4.1 Introdution
In the previous hapter, we have onsidered a method for designing stohasti
simulation models for wireless hannels, whih is based on approximating the
orrelation properties of a real-world hannel. It has been demonstrated that
the method provides a lose tting between the spae-time-frequeny orrelation
matrix R (3.11) of the simulation model (3.7) and the estimated spae-time-
frequeny orrelation matrix R˜ of a physial hannel (see Subsetion 3.4.1).
Due to the `quasi-stationary' behavior of real-world hannels [10℄, the num-
ber of samples of the measured TVFR, whih are available for estimating the
spae-time-frequeny orrelation matrix R˜, is always onned. It means that in
all pratial situations, the orrelation properties of a real-world hannel an be
reliably estimated only in a nite range of the time shifts ι and the frequeny
shifts κ, i.e., |ι| ≤ ιmax and |κ| ≤ κmax. Under these irumstanes, it is then
reasonable to question if a hannel simulator developed by using the method of
Chapter 3 is adequate in representing the important spetral harateristis of
a real-world hannel, suh as the delay and the Doppler spetrum spreads. The
answer to this question depends on several fators, whih vary from one partiular
senario to another. For example, a hannel simulator developed by approximat-
ing the spae-time-frequeny orrelation matrix R˜ an be adequate if the temporal
and the frequeny orrelation funtions of a prototyping physial hannel deay
suiently fast w.r.t. time shift ι and frequeny shift κ, respetively. However,
if this assumption is not valid, other methods for designing hannel simulation
models, whih, perhaps, do not require estimation of the orrelation properties of
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a real-world hannel from the measurement data, might be preferable.
In this hapter, we desribe the multihannel 2D AR model for MIMO wide-
band mobile wireless hannels [63℄. In this model, radio hannels between eah of
the transmitting and the reeiving antennas are represented by 2D rational trans-
fer funtions. Our interest in the multihannel 2D AR model is motivated by
the high level of exibility intrinsi to the AR models, whih has been extensively
used in spetrum estimation and system identiation, see, e.g. [34,64,65℄ and the
multiple referenes therein. It is also important to emphasize that the multihan-
nel 2D AR model does not presume separability of the orrelation properties of a
radio hannel in time, frequeny, and spae. Some of the previous works related
to the AR modeling and simulation of wireless ommuniation hannels an be
found, for example, in [6668℄. Spetral estimation for multiple 2D signals using
the multihannel 2D AR model is disussed in [69℄.
As it is shown in the following, the parameters of the multihannel 2D AR
model an be estimated from the real-world measurement data by using the well-
known Yule-Walker algorithm or, alternatively, by employing the predition error
minimization (PEM) algorithm. None of these methods, however, guarantees the
stability of the resulting multihannel 2D AR model. Therefore, speial attention
is paid to the problem of the model stability, whih arises when the multihannel
2D AR model is used for synthesizing the TVFRs of wireless hannels.
The utility of the multihannel 2D AR model is veried by designing hannel
simulators based on the TVFRs of the real-world hannels.
This hapter is organized as follows. In Setion 4.2, we desribe the multi-
hannel 2D AR model. The model parameter estimation methods are presented
in Setion 4.3. In Setion 4.4, we onsider the stability of the multihannel 2D AR
model. The method for synthesizing the TVFR of a hannel in the delay-Doppler
domain is presented in Setion 4.5. The performane of the multihannel 2D AR
model has been assessed based on the simulated MIMO hannels as desribed in
Setion 4.6. The multihannel 2D AR models developed based on the measured
TVFRs of the physial radio hannels are presented in Setion 4.7. Finally, the
onluding remarks are given in Setion 4.8.
4.2 The Multihannel 2D Autoregressive Model
We onsider a MIMO wideband wireless hannel, whih ontains NT antennas
at the transmitter side and NR antennas at the reeiver side. Let the matries
H[m,n], m = 0, . . . ,M−1 and n = 0, . . . , N−1, be the hannel TVFRs generated
at disrete frequenies f ′m = −B/2 +m△f ′ ∈ [−B/2, B/2] and at disrete time
instanes tn = n△t ∈ [0, T ], n = 0, . . . , N − 1. As in the previous hapters, we
denote the frequeny bandwidth and the observation time interval as B and T ,
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respetively. As before, the matries
H[m,n] =


H11[m,n] . . . H1NR [m,n]
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
HNT 1[m,n] . . . HNTNR [m,n]

 (4.1)
an be equivalently represented in the vetorized form as
h[m,n] = vec(H[m,n]) =


H11[m,n]
H21[m,n]
.
.
.
HNTNR [m,n]

 (4.2)
where h[m,n] = [h1[m,n], h2[m,n], . . . , hNTNR [m,n]]
T
and hi[m,n],
i = 1, . . . , NTNR, is the TVFR of the i-th subhannel.
The TVFR hi[m,n] of eah subhannel is a omplex zero mean 2D WSS
random proess (random eld). Furthermore, the TVFR h[m,n] orresponds to
the multihannel 2D AR proess of the form
h[m,n] = −
∑∑
[i1,i2]∈S
[i1,i2] 6=[0,0]
AT [i1, i2]h[m− i1, n− i2] + u[m,n] (4.3)
where A[i1, i2] are omplex matrix oeients of dimensions NTNR × NTNR.
The vetor sequene u[m,n] is a omplex multihannel 2D white noise with the
ross-orrelation matrix Ru[k, l] dened as
Ru[k, l] = E{u[m,n]uH [m+ k, n+ l]} = Puδ[k, l] (4.4)
where δ[k, l] is the 2D Dira delta funtion and Pu denotes the noise delay-Doppler
PSD matrix
1
, whih is onstant.
We assume that the hannel model (4.3) is reursively omputable (ausal)
[70℄. The two most ommonly used support regions S that guarantee the reur-
sive omputability of the TVFR h[m,n] are the nite nonsymmetri half-plane
(NSHP) and the nite quarter plane (QP) supports [64℄. In the following, we
fous our attention on the multihannel 2D AR models (4.3) with the nite QP
support region SQP dened as
SQP = {[i1, i2] : 0 ≤ i1 ≤ p1, 0 ≤ i2 ≤ p2}. (4.5)
1
The diagonal elements of the delay-Doppler PSD matrix are the delay-Doppler spetra of
the individual sub-hannels hi[m,n] (4.2) at the ertain delay and Doppler frequeny. The
o-diagonal elements orrespond to the samples of the ross-subhannel delay-Doppler spetra.
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Sample to be computed 
1i
2i
Figure 4.1: The support region SQP for a multihannel 2D AR(1,2) model.
where (p1,p2) is the order of the multihannel 2D ARmodel, heneforth designated
AR(p1,p2). As an illustrative example, the support region SQP for a multihannel
2D AR(1,2) model is shown in Fig. 4.1.
Using the relationship between the input PSD and the output PSD of a linear
shift-invariant (LSI) multihannel 2D lter (see, e.g., [34,69℄), we dene the delay-
Doppler PSD Ph(τ
′, fd) of the multihannel 2D AR model as
Ph(τ
′, fd) = H(τ ′, fd)PuHH(τ ′, fd)△f ′△t (4.6)
where
H(τ ′, fd) =
(
I+
p1∑
i1=0
p2∑
i2=0
[i1,i2] 6=[0,0]
A[i1, i2]e
−j2pi(τ ′i1△f
′+fdi2△t)
)−1
(4.7)
and τ ′ and fd are the propagation delay and the Doppler frequeny, respetively.
The matrix I is the identity matrix.
4.3 Estimation of the Model Parameters
Suppose that the sampled TVFR H˜[m,n] of a real-world MIMO hannel, obtained
from a hannel sounder during a measurement ampaign, is a multihannel 2D
AR proess.
Assume that the order (p1,p2) of the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) model (4.3)
has been determined (see Subsetion 4.7.1). The parameters of the model, i.e.,
the matrix oeients A[i1, i2] and the noise PSD matrix Pu, are to be estimated
from the measured TVFR h˜[m,n], whih is a vetorized representation of the
sampled TVFR H˜[m,n] dened similar to (4.2).
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

R˜h[0, 0] · · · R˜h[−p1, 0] · · · R˜h[0,−p2] · · · R˜h[−p1,−p2]
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
R˜h[p1, 0] · · · R˜h[0, 0] · · · R˜h[p1,−p2] · · · R˜h[0,−p2]
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
R˜h[0, p2] · · · R˜h[−p1, p2] · · · R˜h[0, 0] · · · R˜h[−p1, 0]
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
R˜h[p1, p2] · · · R˜h[0, p2] · · · R˜h[p1, 0] · · · R˜h[0, 0]


︸ ︷︷ ︸
R˜h
×
×


I
.
.
.
AT [p1, 0]
.
.
.
AT [0, p2]
.
.
.
AT [p1, p2]


=


Pu
.
.
.
0
.
.
.
0
.
.
.
0


(4.9)
4.3.1 Yule-Walker Normal Equations
The ross-orrelation matrix R˜h[κ, ι] of the TVFR h˜[m,n] an be dened as
follows
R˜h[κ, ι] = E{h˜[m,n]h˜H [m+ κ, n+ ι]}. (4.8)
Substituting (4.3), (4.4) into (4.8) and noting that the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2)
model (4.3) is asual we obtain a system of the Yule-Walker normal equations
(4.9). The matrix oeients A[i1, i2] and the noise delay-Doppler PSD matrix
Pu that solve the normal equations (4.9) an be eiently determined by the
method desribed, e.g., in [71℄.
In pratie, the matrix R˜h in (4.9) has to be estimated from the nite-sample
vetor sequene h˜[m,n] implying the latter is ergodi. The suitable estimator of
the matrix R˜h is given by
ˆ˜
Rh =
1
NM
M−1∑
m=0
N−1∑
n=0
v˜[m,n]v˜H [m,n] (4.10)
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where
v˜[m,n] =


h˜[m,n]
.
.
.
h˜[m− p1, n]
.
.
.
h˜[m,n− p2]
.
.
.
h˜[m− p1, n− p2]


. (4.11)
Note that the omponents of the vetor v˜[m,n] in (4.11) with the negative indies
have to be set to zero, i.e., h˜[m− p1, n− p2] = 0 for m < p1 and/or n < p2.
The matrix
ˆ˜
Rh (4.10) is Hermitian and positive semidenite. In general, the
matrix oeients A[i1, i2] and the noise delay-Doppler PSD matrix Pu annot
be determined uniquely even if all the eigenvalues of the matrix
ˆ˜
Rh are greater
than zero. The reason is that the number of the unknown omplex parameters
in (4.9) is equal to (p1p2 + p1 + p2)N
2
TN
2
R and is greater than the number of the
known independent omplex elements of the matrix
ˆ˜
Rh, whih is (2p1p2 + p1 +
p2 + 1)NTNR (see also [65℄).
4.3.2 Predition Error Minimization
The PEM method is based on the strong relationship existing between the AR
modeling and the linear predition problem [65℄.
The linear forward preditor of h˜[m,n] is dened as
ˆ˜
h[m,n] = −
∑∑
[i1,i2]∈SQP
[i1,i2] 6=[0,0]
AT [i1, i2]h˜[m− i1, n− i2] (4.12)
with the predition error given by
e˜[m,n] = h˜[m,n]− ˆ˜h[m,n]. (4.13)
Consequently, the predition error power matrix an be written as
Σ˜ = E{e˜[m,n]e˜H [m,n]}. (4.14)
For the nite-sample vetor sequene h˜[m,n] the estimator of the matrix Σ˜
takes the form
ˆ˜
Σ =
1
(M − p1)(N − p2) (Z˜+ Y˜X)
H(Z˜+ Y˜X) (4.15)
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where the matries Z˜, Y˜, and X are dened below
Z˜ =


h˜T [M − 1, N − 1]
h˜T [M − 2, N − 1]
.
.
.
h˜T [p1, p2]

 (4.16)
Y˜ =


h˜T [M − 2, N − 1] · · · h˜T [M − p1 − 1, N − p2 − 1]
h˜T [M − 3, N − 1] · · · h˜T [M − p1 − 2, N − p2 − 1]
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
h˜T [p1 − 1, p2] · · · h˜T [0, 0]

 (4.17)
X =


AT [1, 0]
AT [2, 0]
.
.
.
AT [p1, p2]

 . (4.18)
The matrix oeients A[i1, i2] of the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) model an
be estimated by minimizing the sum of the estimated predition error powers, i.e.,{
Aˆ[i1, i2]
}
[i1,i2]∈SQP ,
[i1,i2] 6=[0,0]
= min
{A[i1,i2]}
{
trace
(
ˆ˜
Σ
)}
.
(4.19)
This is a linear least-squares estimation problem. The estimate of the matrix
X (4.18) that minimizes (4.19) an be written as
Xˆ = −Y˜†Z˜ (4.20)
where Y˜† is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the matrix Y˜ [58℄.
The estimated noise delay-Doppler PSD matrix Pˆu is equal to the residual
predition error power matrix
ˆ˜
Σmin, obtained by substituting the solution Xˆ
(4.20) into (4.15).
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4.4 Model Stability
The hannel model (4.3) is stable when the following ondition is fullled [64℄
det

I+
p1∑
i1=0
p2∑
i2=0
[i1,i2] 6=[0,0]
A[i1, i2]z
i1
1 z
i2
2

 6= 0, (4.21)
for all {(z1, z2) : |z1| ≤ 1, |z2| ≤ 1}
where z1 and z2 are omplex variables.
Both, the Yule-Walker and the PEM methods, desribed in Setion 4.3, do
not guarantee the stability of the resulting multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) model.
Additionally, the stability test (4.22) is almost useless in pratie due to the
heavy omputational load.
4.4.1 State-Spae Representation of the Multihannel 2D AR
Model
In the past years, a number of stability tests has been proposed for 2D reursive
lters in state-spae form [72, 73℄. An attrative feature of the state-spae repre-
sentation is that it an be extended to multihannel 2D reursive lters, i.e., to
the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) model (4.3).
In this setion, we onsider the 2D state-spae model representation developed
by Roesser [74℄. The Roesser's state-spae model an be formulated as follows [70℄[
xh[m+ 1, n]
xv[m,n+ 1]
]
=
[
A11 A12
A21 A22
][
xh[m,n]
xv[m,n]
]
+
[
B1
B2
]
u[m,n]
h[m,n] =
[
C1 C2
] [ xh[m,n]
xv[m,n]
]
+Du[m,n] (4.22)
where xh and xv are the model state variable vetors. The model input u[m,n]
and the model output h[m,n] in (4.22) are the same proesses u[m,n] and h[m,n]
as in (4.3).
The two possible andidates for the model stability test of the Roesser's state-
spae model are presented below [73℄.
The Roesser's state-spae model (4.22) is bounded input bounded output
(BIBO) stable if{
A11 is stable
A22 +A21(z1I−A11)−1A12, |z1| = 1 is stable
(4.23)
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where a square matrix, e.g., A11, is stable if the maximum magnitude of its
eigenvalues is less than 1. The seond possible group of stability riteria is dened
as {
‖A11‖2 < 1
‖A22‖2 + ‖A21‖2(1− ‖A11‖2)−1‖A12‖2 < 1
(4.24)
where ‖ · ‖2 is equal to the largest singular value of the matrix.
The riteria in (4.23) are suient and neessary onditions for the BIBO
stability of the model (4.22). On the other hand, the riteria in (4.24) are suient
but not neessary [73℄. The experimental results show that the BIBO stability
onditions (4.23) are more suitable for the stabilization proedure presented below,
in spite of the obvious omputational advantages assoiated with the stability test
implemented aording to the riteria in (4.24).
To be able to apply the stability test (4.23), the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2)
model (4.3) has to be onverted to the Roesser's state-spae representation (4.22).
The onversion between the model representations an be done in at least two
ways. As an example, the two possible realizations of a simple multihannel 2D
AR(1,1) model are presented in Fig. 4.2. The shift operators are indiated in the
owgraphs as z−11 and z
−1
2 . The state variables in xh and xv are assigned to the
outputs of the shift operators. The matrix oeients A[i1, i2], i1, i2 = {0, 1},
are shown in Fig. 4.2 along the appropriate branhes.
 



[1,0]−A 
1
1z
− 
1
2z
− 
1
2z
− [1,1]−A 
[0,1]−A 
[ , ]h m nx 
1
[ , ]v m nx 
2
[ , ]v m nx 
[ , ]m nh [ , ]m nu 
(a)
 


[1,0]−A 
1
1z
− 
[1,1]−A 
[0,1]−A 
[ , ]h m nx [ , ]v m nx 
[ , ]m nh [ , ]m nu 
1
2z
− 
(b)
Figure 4.2: Two possible owgraphs representing the multihannel 2D AR(1,1)
model.
Considering the omputational load required to test the stability of the model,
it is desirable to minimize the number of state variables, i.e., the number of the
shift operators in a owgraph. For example, the minimal state-spae realization
of the model (4.22) orresponding to the multihannel 2D AR(1,1) model is shown
in Fig. 4.2 (b).
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4.4.2 Stabilization Proedure
In this subsetion, we desribe a proedure that an be applied to resolve the
possible instability of the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) model (4.3).
Step 1. Estimate the matrix oeients Aˆ(0)[i1, i2] and the noise delay-
Doppler PSD matrix Pˆ
(0)
u either by solving the Yule-Walker normal equations
of Subsetion 4.3.1 or by minimizing the sum of the estimated predition error
powers in (4.19) (see Subsetion 4.3.2).
Step 2. Calulate the matries A11, A12, A21, and A22 of the Roesser's
state-spae representation (4.22). If the BIBO stability onditions in (4.23) are
satised, skip the next steps.
Step 3. Formulate the minimization problem (4.19) under onstrains (4.23) as
a multi-objetive optimization problem that an be solved by the goal-attainment
method [75℄, i.e.,
min
γ∈R
γ (4.25)
subjet to
trace
(
ˆ˜
Σ
)
− w1γ ≤ trace
(
Pˆ
(0)
uu
)
ρ(A11)− w2γ ≤ 1
ρ(A22 +A21(z1I−A11)−1A12)− w3γ ≤ 1, |z1| = 1
where ρ(·) denotes the spetral radius of a square matrix [58℄, {w1, w2, w3} are
the weighting oeients that signify the relative trade-o between the objetives,
and γ is a salar parameter (see, e.g, [75, 76℄). Note that the matries Σˆ, A11,
A12, A21, and A22 in (4.25) are funtions of the matrix oeients A[i1, i2],
[i1, i2] ∈ SQP , [i1, i2] 6= [0, 0]. The solution to the multi-objetive minimization
problem formulated in (4.25) an be found by applying the fgoalattain funtion
implemented in MATLAB. The estimates Aˆ(0)[i1, i2] obtained at Step 1 an be
used as the initial parameter values.
Step 4. The matrix oeients Aˆ[i1, i2] obtained in Step 3 are substituted
into (4.19) to get the estimate of the matrix Xˆ. Finally, the estimate of the noise
delay-Doppler PSD matrix Pˆu is equal to the residual predition error power
matrix
ˆ˜
Σmin alulated by substituting the matrix Xˆ into (4.15) (see Setion 4.3).
A note regarding Step 2 and Step 3 of the algorithm desribed above is re-
quired. For the seond stability riterion in (4.23) the largest magnitude eigen-
value of the orresponding matrix has to be alulated at the innite number of
points z1 along the unit irle, |z1| = 1. The onduted simulations suggest that a
limited number of points z1 is suient to hek the stability of the multihannel
2D AR(p1,p2) model.
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4.5 Synthesis of the Time-Variant Frequeny Response
in the Delay-Doppler Domain
Channel simulators based on the 2D AR(p1,p2) model represented in the form of
(4.3) or in the state-spae form (4.22) allow reursive omputation of the TVFR
h[m,n]. Although omputationally eient, the model representations (4.3) and
(4.22) require stability of the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) model. If the multi-
hannel 2D AR(p1,p2) model is unstable, the stabilization proedure presented
in Subsetion 4.4.2 an be applied. However, the omputational load assoiated
with Step 3 of the stabilization algorithm quikly inreases as the order (p1,p2) of
the model grows.
On the other hand, the lak of guaranteed stability of the multihannel 2D
AR(p1,p2) is not a serious drawbak for estimating the delay-Doppler PSDPh(τ
′, fd)
of a radio hannel (see, e.g., the disussions in [65, Chapter 3℄ and [64, Chapter
15℄). This observation underlies the method for generating the TVFR h[m,n] in
the delay-Doppler domain presented below.
Let a omplex zero-mean multihannel 2D white noise w[m,n], with the on-
stant delay-Doppler PSD Pw(τ
′, fd) = I, be an input to the LSI shaping lter
represented by its delay-Doppler transfer funtion Ψ(τ ′, fd), whih is a matrix of
dimensions NTNR×NTNR at every propagation delay τ ′ and Doppler frequeny
fd.
The delay-Doppler PSD Py(τ
′, fd) of the signal y[m,n] at the output of the
lter is given by (f. (4.6))
Py(τ
′, fd) = Ψ(τ
′, fd)PwΨ
H(τ ′, fd) = Ψ(τ
′, fd)Ψ
H(τ ′, fd). (4.26)
Assuming that Ψ(τ ′, fd) = P
1/2
h (τ
′, fd), where the square root of the delay-
Doppler PSD matrix Ph(τ
′, fd) (4.6) is obtained by applying the singular value
deomposition
2
(SVD) [58℄, the delay-Doppler PSD of the signal at the output of
the lter Py(τ
′, fd) (4.26) is equal to Ph(τ
′, fd).
A pratial approah to generating the TVFR h[m,n] of a wireless hannel is
by implementing the shaping lter in the delay-Doppler domain as follows
h[m,n] =
M−1∑
k=0
N/2∑
l=−N/2
[
1
M△f ′N△tPh
(
k
M△f ′ ,
l
N△t
)]1/2
× W
(
k
M△f ′ ,
l
N△t
)
ej2pi(
km
M
+ ln
N
)
(4.27)
where the disrete Fourier transform (DFT) W
(
k
M△f ′ ,
l
N△t
)
of the noise signal
2
Reall that the delay-Doppler PSD matrix Ph(τ
′, fd) (4.6) is Hermitian.
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w[m,n] at the disrete delays kM△f ′ , k = 0, . . . ,M−1, and at the disrete Doppler
frequenies
l
N△t , l = −N/2, . . . , N/2, is given by
W
(
k
M△f ′ ,
l
N△t
)
=
1√
MN
M−1∑
m=0
N−1∑
n=0
w[m,n]e−j2pi(
km
M
+ ln
N
). (4.28)
By onstrution, the TVFR h[m,n] in (4.27) is a omplex multihannel 2D
random proess with the delay-Doppler PSD approximating the desired Ph(τ
′, fd)
given by (4.6). Note that the TVFR h[m,n] generated aording to (4.27) is peri-
odi w.r.t. frequeny f ′ and time t with the periodsM△f ′ and N△t, respetively.
The agreement between the delay-Doppler PSD of the random proess h[m,n]
(4.27) and the desired delay-Doppler PSD Ph(τ
′, fd) an be improved by substi-
tutingW
(
k
M△f ′ ,
l
N△t
)
= ejθ[k,l] into (4.27) instead of (4.28). The vetors θ[k, l],
k = 0, . . . ,M − 1 and l = −N/2, . . . , N/2, onsist of realizations of the i.i.d.
random variables, eah having the uniform distribution on the interval [0, 2pi). If
M and N are suiently large, then the distribution of the TVFR h[m,n] ap-
proahes the omplex Gaussian multivariate distribution due to the entral limit
theorem (CLT) [28℄.
In pratie, the delay-Doppler PSD Ph(τ
′, fd) is unknown. Therefore, an
estimate Pˆh(τ
′, fd), obtained by substituting the estimated matrix oeients{
Aˆ[i1, i2]
}
[i1,i2]∈SQP ,
[i1,i2] 6=[0,0]
and the noise delay-Doppler PSD Pˆu (see Setion 4.3) into
(4.6), is used in lieu of the delay-Doppler PSD Ph(τ
′, fd) in (4.27).
4.6 Simulation Results
In this setion, we present two examples that illustrate the performane of the
multihannel 2D AR models employed as hannel simulators. In eah of the ex-
amples, the role of the measured 2 × 2 MIMO hannel is played by a hannel
simulator with known parameter values, in the following referred to as the pro-
totype model. The task is to estimate the parameters of the multihannel 2D
AR(p1,p2) model (4.3), the target model, from the TVFR h˜[m,n] synthesized by
using the prototype model.
In the rst example, the prototype model is the multihannel 2D AR(2,2)
model. The parameters of the target multihannel 2D AR(2,2) model, i.e., the
matrix oeients A[i1, i2] and the noise delay-Doppler PSD matrix Pu, have
been estimated from a training TVFR sequene h˜[m,n], 1 ≤ m ≤ 193, 1 ≤
n ≤ 100, by employing the PEM and the YW methods (see Setion 4.3). The
BIBO stability test (4.23) shows that both target multihannel 2D AR(2,2) models
resulting from applying the PEM and the YW parameter estimation methods are
stable.
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To evaluate the performane of the target multihannel 2D AR(2,2) models,
the test TVFRs h[m,n] have been generated using the resulting target models.
Another test TVFR h˜[m,n], of the same length as h[m,n], has been obtained
using the prototype model. The TCCFs rˆti1,i2 [ι], i1, i2 = 1, . . . , NTNR, and the
FCCFs rˆf ′i1,i2
[κ], of the target multihannel 2D AR(2,2) models are estimated from
the test TVFRs h[m,n]. Similarly, the TCCFs ˆ˜rti1,i2 [ι] and the FCCFs
ˆ˜rf ′i1,i2
[κ] of
the prototype model are estimated from the test TVFR h˜[m,n]. Some estimated
TCCFs and FCCFs of the target models and of the prototype model are shown in
Fig. 4.3.
As an be seen in Fig. 4.3, the seleted TCCFs and the FCCFs of the target
multihannel 2D AR(2,2) models approximate well their respetive ounterparts
of the prototype model. Similar results are observed for other estimated temporal
and frequeny ross-orrelation funtions. Additionally, the results presented for
the target model obtained by applying the PEM parameter estimation method
are very lose to those orresponding to the target model obtained by using the
YW algorithm.
The prototype model in the seond example, is a hannel simulator based on
the double-diretional hannel model [5℄. In the double-diretional model the wire-
less propagation hannel is represented by a set of L omplex exponents (multipath
omponents). Eah of these omplex exponents is haraterized by the omplex
amplitude, Doppler frequeny, propagation delay, diretion-of-arrival, diretion-
of-departure, and, possibly, polarization matrix. In our double-diretional model,
the transmitter is stationary and the reeiver is moving. The transmitter and
the reeiver are equipped with linear antenna arrays. Eah of the antenna arrays
onsists of two (NT = NR = 2) omnidiretional single-polarization antenna ele-
ments separated by a half wavelength distane. The radio waves propagate in the
azimuthal plane. Several other parameters are speied below:
• Number of multipath omponents: L = 530;
• Time interval between snapshots: △t = 10 ms;
• Signal arrier frequeny: f ′c = 5.2 GHz;
• Interval between frequenies: △f ′ = 3.125 · 105 Hz;
• Frequeny bandwidth: B = 60 MHz;
• Measurement noise SNR: 20 dB.
The multipath omponents of the prototype model in the delay-Doppler plane
are shown in Fig. 4.4. Note that this example represents an extreme ase in a
sense that the delay-Doppler PSD of the TVFR synthesized using the prototype
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Figure 4.3: The TCCFs and FCCFs of the prototype multihannel 2D AR(2,2)
model and of the target multihannel 2D AR(2,2) model (example
1).
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model is disrete, while the target multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) model implies a
ontinuous delay-Doppler PSD.
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Figure 4.4: The multipath omponents (example 2).
Again, as in the rst example, the training TVFR h˜[m,n], 1 ≤ m ≤ 193, 1 ≤
n ≤ 100, has been generated using the prototype model and supplied to the
PEM to estimate the parameters A[i1, i2] and Pu of the target multihannel 2D
AR(p1,p2) model. In this ase, the parameters of the multihannel 2D AR(1,1),
AR(3,3), AR(5,5), and AR(10,10) models have been estimated. All of the target
models have been stabilized using the proedure desribed in Subsetion 4.4.2.
The TCCFs rˆti1,i2 [ι], i1, i2 = 1, . . . , NTNR, of the resulting target models
and the TCCFs
ˆ˜rti1,i2 [ι] of the prototype model have been estimated from the
generated test sequenes h[m,n] and h˜[m,n], respetively. Similarly, the FCCFs
rˆf ′i1,i2
[κ] of the resulting target models and the FCCFs ˆ˜rf ′i1,i2
[κ] of the original
model have been estimated from the orresponding test sequenes. In Fig. 4.5,
we demonstrate the estimated TCCFs and FCCFs for several subhannels of the
resulting (stabilized) target models and of the prototype model. The TCCFs
and FCCFs of the target models rather poorly approximate the orresponding
orrelation funtions of the prototype model as ompared to the results presented
in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.5: The TCCFs and FCCFs of the prototype model and of the target
models (example 2).
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The eet of applying the stabilization proedure to the target multihannel
2D AR(10,10) model an be observed in Fig. 4.6 where we depit the delay-
Doppler PSD (for the rst subhannel) before and after stabilization. The delay-
Doppler PSDs of the target models have been alulated using (4.6). Note the
presene of multiple spurious peaks in the delay-Doppler PSD, whih are parti-
ularly notieable in Fig. 4.6 (b).
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Figure 4.6: The delay-Doppler PSD of the target multihannel 2D AR(10,10)
model (a) before stabilization and (b) after stabilization (example
2).
4.7 Appliation to Measurement Data
In this setion, we develop several multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) models based on
real-world measurement data. The desription of the measurement sites and the
measurement equipment an be found in Appendix A.
The parameters of all multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) models presented below have
been estimated from the measurement data by using the PEM algorithm desribed
in Subsetion 4.3.2. Empirially, it has been observed that the PEM algorithm is
preferable for estimating the parameters of the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) models
as ompared to the YW method (see Subsetion 4.3.1). As this observation is in
a agreement with the results available in the literature for the ase of 1D AR
models (see, e.g., [64℄), we do not provide the details related to the performane
of the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) models developed by using the YW parameter
estimation method.
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4.7.1 Model Order Seletion
The development of the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) model starts with seleting
an appropriate order (p1,p2) of the model. A number of methods for model order
seletion has been proposed in the literature (see, e.g., [34, 36, 77, 78℄). In this
work, we use the well-known ross-validation method [36, 77℄. This hoie is
motivated by the fat that the ross-validation method does not rely on any a
priory information or analytial analysis of the measurement data.
For omparison reasons, we also assess the order of the multihannel 2D
AR(p1,p2) model by using the following rule. A realization of the hannel TVFR
h[m,n] is generated by using a andidate multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) model.
The parameters Pˆu and Aˆ[i1, i2], 0 ≤ i1 ≤ p1, 0 ≤ i2 ≤ p2, of the andidate
model are estimated from the measured TVFR h˜[m,n] of a real-world hannel
by employing the PEM algorithm. The orrelation matrix Rˆ, estimated from the
synthesized TVFR h[m,n] as desribed in Subsetion 3.4.1, is ompared to the
orrelation matrix
ˆ˜
R estimated similarly from the measured TVFR h˜[m,n]. The
omparison is done in terms of the normalized approximation error norm dened
as ‖ ˆ˜R − Rˆ‖F /‖ ˆ˜R‖F . Finally, a andidate model, whih provides the smallest
normalized error norm, is hosen. In the following, this rule will be referred to
as the orrelation matrix tting (CMF) rule. Note that the CMF rule represents
an intuitive way of hoosing the order of the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) model,
aording to the problem formulation given in Setion 3.3.
It should be mentioned that in all examples presented below, we have onsid-
ered the andidate multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) models in the range 1 ≤ p1 ≤ 15,
1 ≤ p2 ≤ 6.
4.7.2 Miro Cell Site  Regular Street Geometry
For the measured TVFR of the hannel onsidered in this subsetion, the ross-
validation method and the CMF rule yield as the best andidate, respetively, the
multihannel 2D AR(6,1) and AR(9,5) models. The stability test (4.23) shows
that the multihannel 2D AR(9,5) model is unstable. Hene, the four-step proe-
dure desribed in Subsetion 4.4.2 has been applied to stabilize the model.
In Fig. 4.7, several estimated TCCFs
ˆ˜rti1,i2 [ι] and FCCFs
ˆ˜rf ′i1,i2
[κ], extrated
from the orrelation matrix
ˆ˜
R of the measured hannel (see Subsetion 3.4.1),
are presented. In the same gure, we also show the orresponding estimates
of the TCCFs rˆti1,i2 [ι] and the FCCFs rˆf ′i1,i2
[κ], i1, i2 = 1, . . . , NTNR, for the
multihannel 2D AR(6,1) and AR(9,5) models. Note that the approximate 95%
ondene intervals depited in Fig. 4.7 are related to the TCCFs
ˆ˜rti1,i2 [ι] and
FCCFs
ˆ˜rf ′i1,i2
[κ] estimated from the real-world measurement data. The results
presented in Fig. 4.7 an be ompared to the results in Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 4.7: Examples of the estimated TCCFs and FCCFs of the physial han-
nel and the orresponding TCCFs and FCCFs of the multihannel
2D AR(p1,p2) models (miro ell site  regular street geometry).
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It follows from Fig. 4.7 that the multihannel 2D AR(9,5) model better ap-
proximates the temporal orrelation harateristis of the real-world prototype
hannel than the 2D AR(6,1) model.
The estimated delay-Doppler PSDs Pˆh(τ
′, fd) of the 2D AR(6,1) and the 2D
AR(9,5) models are depited in Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: The delay-Doppler PSD Pˆh(τ
′, fd) of the (a) 2D AR(6,1) model;
(b) 2D AR(9,5) (miro ell site  regular street geometry).
The estimated Doppler PSDs Pˆhfd (fd) of the multihannel 2D AR(6,1) and
AR(9,5) models are shown in Fig. 4.9 together with the Doppler PSD ˆ˜Phfd (fd)
estimated from the measured TVFR h˜1,1[m,n]. The estimate of the Doppler
PSD
ˆ˜Phfd (fd) has been obtained by using the averaged periodogram method (see,
e.g., [64℄). To redue the bias in the estimated Doppler PSD, we have tapered the
measured TVFR h˜1,1[m,n] in the time domain with the Hanning window [79℄.
Similarly, the estimated delay PSDs Pˆhτ ′ (τ
′) of the multihannel 2D AR(6,1) and
AR(9,5) models as well as the delay PSD ˆ˜Phτ ′ (τ
′) estimated from the measured
TVFR h˜1,1[m,n] are presented in Fig. 4.10. Sine the varianes of the estimated
Doppler PSD
ˆ˜Phfd (fd) and the delay PSD
ˆ˜Phτ ′ (τ
′) are rather small, the orre-
sponding ondene intervals are not shown in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10.
From Fig. 4.9, it appears that the order of the AR(6,1) model w.r.t. time is
underestimated, whih results in the oversmoothed Doppler PSD. As the main
reason for an underestimated order of the multihannel 2D AR model seleted by
the ross-validation method (see Subsetion 4.7.1), we onsider a small number
N of the available hannel TVFR snapshots (N < 20 for the examples presented
in this and the following two subsetions).
It is of interest to analyze the results presented in Fig. 4.9 in terms of the rst
two spetral moments, i.e., the estimated average Doppler shift and the estimated
Doppler spread. The estimated average Doppler shift
ˆ˜µfd and the estimated
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Figure 4.9: The Doppler PSDs for the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) models and
the measured hannel (miro ell site  regular street geometry).
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Figure 4.10: The delay PSDs for the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) models and
the measured hannel (miro ell site  regular street geometry).
Doppler spread
ˆ˜σfd of a measured hannel are dened, respetively, as
ˆ˜µfd =
∫ fdmax
−fdmax
fd
ˆ˜Pfd(fd)dfd∫ fdmax
−fdmax
ˆ˜Pfd(fd)dfd
(4.29)
and
ˆ˜σfd =
√√√√√
∫ fdmax
−fdmax
f2d
ˆ˜Pfd(fd)dfd∫ fdmax
−fdmax
ˆ˜Pfd(fd)dfd
− (ˆ˜µfd)2. (4.30)
where fdmax is given by fdmax = 1/(2△t) and △t denotes the interval between
the hannel snapshots. Of ause in pratie, the integrals in (4.29),(4.30) have
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to be approximated with the nite sums. The average Doppler shift µˆfd and the
Doppler spread σˆfd of the estimated Doppler PSD Pˆhfd (fd) of the multihannel
2D AR(p1,p2) model are dened in a similar way.
By analogy, the results presented in Fig. 4.10 an be analyzed in terms of
the estimated average delay shift and the estimated delay spread. The estimated
average delay shift
ˆ˜µτ ′ and the estimated delay spread ˆ˜στ ′ of a measured real-world
hannel are given by
ˆ˜µτ ′ =
∫ τ ′
ub
τ ′
lb
τ ′ ˆ˜Pτ ′(τ
′)dτ ′∫ τ ′
ub
τ ′
lb
ˆ˜Pτ ′(τ ′)dτ ′
(4.31)
and
ˆ˜στ ′ =
√√√√√
∫ τ ′
ub
τ ′
lb
τ ′2 ˆ˜Pτ ′(τ ′)dτ ′∫ τ ′
ub
−τ ′
lb
ˆ˜Pτ ′(τ ′)dτ ′
− (ˆ˜µτ ′)2 (4.32)
respetively. The average delay shift µˆτ ′ and the delay spread σˆτ ′ of the estimated
delay PSD
ˆ˜Phτ ′ (τ
′) of the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) model are dened similarly.
The limits of the integrals τ ′
lb
and τ ′
ub
in (4.31),(4.32) orrespond to the −20 dB
noise threshold as referred to the maximum of the estimated delay PSD
ˆ˜Phτ ′ (τ
′)
[2℄. The integrals in (4.31),(4.32) are approximated with the nite sums.
The estimated spetral moments of the multihannel 2D AR(6,1) and AR(9,5)
models as well as the spetral moments obtained from the estimated single-
dimensional PSDs
ˆ˜Phfd (fd) and
ˆ˜Phτ ′ (τ
′) of the measured hannel are olleted
in Table 4.1. Additionally, we have also inluded in Table 4.1 the results obtained
for the hannel simulator based on the model (3.7), whih has been developed
in Subsetion 3.6.1 by using the design method of Subsetion 3.4.2. The on-
dene intervals for the spetral moments estimated from the measurement data
are speied in brakets.
Table 4.1: Spetral moments (miro ell site  regular street geometry).
Measured 2D AR(6,1) 2D AR(9,5) Channel
hannel simulator (3.7)
Doppler shift, 0.51 0.95 0.85 0.66
µfd (Hz) [0.47, 0.54]
Squared Doppler 14.72 15.52 14.76 14.55
spread, σ2fd (Hz
2
) [14.58, 14.85]
Delay shift, 2.709 2.708 2.714 2.705
µτ ′ (µs) [2.707, 2.710]
Squared delay 0.0037 0.0027 0.0029 0.0022
spread, σ2τ ′ (µs
2
) [0.0035, 0.0039]
The (squared) Doppler and delay spreads represent the main interest for us.
As it follows from Table 4.1, the squared delay and Doppler spreads of the multi-
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hannel 2D AR(9,5) model are somewhat loser, as ompared to other onsidered
hannel simulators, to the squared delay and Doppler spreads of the measured
hannel.
Note that the speied ondene intervals for the estimated spetral mo-
ments of the measured hannel, although useful for indiating the variability of
the orresponding parameters, are not suient for determining if the dierenes
between the spetral moments of the hannel simulation models and the spetral
moments of the measured hannel are signiant. For example, the estimated
squared delay spread is equal to 0.0042 µs2 or 0.0035 µs2 when the Blakman or
Hamming window [79℄, respetively, is used for estimating the delay spetral mo-
ments from the measurement data. Both these values are outside the ondene
interval [0.0035, 0.0039] µs given in Table 4.1.
In Fig. 4.11, the CDFs of the instantaneous hannel apaity (mutual informa-
tion) C[n] (3.48) of the measured hannel and of the hannels generated by using
the multihannel 2D AR(6,1) and 2D AR(9,5) models3 are presented. Clearly, the
apaity CDFs of the multihannel 2D AR models are slightly biased towards the
higher apaity values. The estimated mean µC values and standard deviations
σC of the apaity for the multihannel 2D AR(6,1) model, 2D AR(6,1) model,
and the measured hannel are given in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Estimated mean and standard deviation of the apaity (miro ell
site  regular street geometry).
Measured 2D AR(6,1) 2D AR(9,5)
hannel
Mean, µC (bps/Hz) 7.25 7.58 7.7
Standard deviation, σC (bps/Hz) 0.81 0.8 0.82
The apaity CDFs in Fig. 4.11 an be ompared to the apaity CDF for the
hannel simulator (3.7) demonstrated in Fig. 3.5
3
In the following, we refer to the instantaneous apaity of hannels synthesized by a multi-
hannel 2D AR(p1,p2) model simply as the apaity of the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) model.
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Figure 4.11: Capaity CDFs of the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) models and of
the measured hannel for an SNR ρ = 20 dB (miro ell site 
regular street geometry).
4.7.3 Miro Cell Site  Open Market Plae
The results of applying the ross-validation method and the CMF rule (see Subse-
tion 4.7.1) suggest that the multihannel 2D AR(6,1) model (the ross-validation
method) and the AR(6,2) model (the CMF rule) are the best andidates. The
stability test (4.23) demonstrates that both the multihannel 2D AR(6,1) and
AR(6,2) models are BIBO stable.
Examples of the estimated TCCFs rˆti1,i2 [ι] and FCCFs rˆf ′i1,i2
[κ] of the multi-
hannel 2D AR(6,1) and AR(6,2) models are depited in Fig 4.12 together with
their respetive ounterparts
ˆ˜rti1,i2 [ι] and
ˆ˜rf ′i1,i2
[κ] of the measured hannel. As
an be seen from the graphs presented in Fig 4.12, some improvement in the
approximation of the TCCFs
ˆ˜rti1,i2 [ι] an be observed for the multihannel 2D
AR(6,2) model ompared to the AR(6,1) model, although, at the expense of wors-
ening the agreement between the estimated FCCFs. Figure 4.12 an be ompared
with the orresponding results presented in Figure 3.7.
The estimated delay-Doppler PSDs Pˆh(τ
′, fd) of the 2D AR(6,1) and 2D
AR(6,2) models are depited in Fig 4.13. The spetral harateristis of the mul-
tihannel 2D AR(6,1) and 2D AR(6,2) models are further ompared in Figs. 4.14
and 4.15, where the estimated Doppler and delay PSDs are shown, respetively.
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Figure 4.12: Examples of the estimated TCCFs and FCCFs of the physial han-
nel and the orresponding TCCFs and FCCFs of the multihannel
2D AR(p1,p2) models (miro ell site  open market plae).
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Figure 4.13: The delay-Doppler PSD Pˆh(τ
′, fd) of the (a) 2D AR(6,1) model
and (b) 2D AR(6,2) (miro ell site  open market plae).
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Figure 4.14: The Doppler PSDs for the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) models and
the measured hannel (miro ell site  open market plae).
As in the previous subsetion, we have olleted the estimated rst and se-
ond order spetral moments for the measured hannel and the 2D AR models
in Table 4.3. As it an be seen from Table 4.3, the squared Doppler spread of
the hannel simulator based on the model (3.7), whih has been developed in
Subsetion 3.6.2, is a bit loser to the squared Doppler spread of the measured
hannel as ompared to the results provided by the multihannel 2D AR models.
However, the squared delay spread of the multihannel 2D AR models is loser to
the squared delay spread of the estimated delay PSD
ˆ˜Phτ ′ (τ
′). Consistent with
Figs. 4.14 and 4.15, the dierenes between the estimated spetral moments of
the multihannel 2D AR(6,1) and 2D AR(6,2) models are rather small.
The CDFs of the instantaneous hannel apaity C[n] (3.48) of the measured
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Figure 4.15: The delay PSDs for the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) models and
the measured hannel (miro ell site  open market plae).
Table 4.3: Spetral moments (miro ell site  open market plae).
Measured 2D AR(6,1) 2D AR(6,2) Channel
hannel simulator (3.7)
Doppler shift, 1.106 −0.11 0.19 0.02
µfd (Hz) [1.05, 1.16]
Squared Doppler 24.5 21.7 22.47 23.87
spread, σ2fd (Hz
2
) [24.36, 24.64]
Delay shift, 0.71 0.707 0.68 0.704
µτ ′ (µs) [0.706, 0.722]
Squared delay 0.053 0.051 0.054 0.048
spread, σ2τ ′ (µs
2
) [0.051, 0.055]
hannel and of the multihannel 2D AR(6,1) and 2D AR(6,2) models are demon-
strated in Fig. 4.16. Clearly, the CDF urves are in good agreement. The mean
values µC and the standard deviations σC of the apaity for the multihannel
2D AR models and the measured hannel are presented in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Estimated mean and standard deviation of the apaity (miro ell
site  open market plae).
Measured 2D AR(6,1) 2D AR(9,5)
hannel
Mean, µC (bps/Hz) 8.63 8.73 8.75
Standard deviation, σC (bps/Hz) 1.32 1 1.03
The apaity CDFs of the multihannel 2D AR(6,1) and 2D AR(6,2) models
in Fig. 4.16 an be ompared with the apaity CDF of the hannel simulator
based on the model (3.7) presented in Fig. 3.9.
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Figure 4.16: Capaity CDFs for the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) models and the
measured hannel for an SNR ρ = 20 dB (miro ell site  open
market plae).
4.7.4 Miro/Pio Cell Site  Passageway
As before, we start with seleting an appropriate order of the multihannel 2D
AR(p1,p2) model. Again, for this purpose we employ two approahes: the ross-
validation method and the CMF rule desribed in Subsetion 4.7.1. The two
methods yield two dierent best andidate models, whih are the multihannel 2D
AR(5,1) model (aording to the ross-validation method) and the multihannel
2D AR(10,4) model (the CNF rule). Both these models are BIBO stable aording
to the results obtained by using the stability test (4.23).
In Fig. 4.17, the examples of the TCCFs
ˆ˜rti1,i2 [ι] and FCCFs
ˆ˜rf ′i1,i2
[κ], esti-
mated from the measured TVFR of the real-world hannel, are depited together
with the estimated TCCFs rˆti1,i2 [ι] and FCCFs rˆf ′i1,i2
[κ] of the multihannel 2D
AR(5,1) and AR(10,4) models. The estimated TCCFs rˆti1,i2 [ι] of the multihannel
2D AR(5,1) model deay faster than the orresponding estimated TCCFs ˆ˜rti1,i2 [ι]
of the measured hannel and the estimated TCCFs rˆti1,i2 [ι] of the multihannel
2D AR(10,4) model.
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Figure 4.17: Examples of the estimated TCCFs and FCCFs of the physial han-
nel and the orresponding TCCFs and FCCFs of the multihannel
2D AR(p1,p2) models (miro/pio ell site  passageway).
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As it an also be seen from Fig. 4.17, inreasing the order of the model from
(5,1) to (10,4) does not remove the disrepany between the estimated FCCFs
ˆ˜rf ′i1,i2
[κ] of the measured hannel and the estimated FCCFs rˆf ′i1,i2
[κ] of the mul-
tihannel 2D AR models. The estimated TCCFs rˆti1,i2 [ι] and FCCFs rˆf ′i1,i2
[κ] of
the multihannel 2D AR(5,1) and AR(10,4) models presented in Fig. 4.17 an be
ompared to the orresponding orrelation funtions in Fig. 3.11.
The estimated 2D delay-Doppler PSDs Pˆh(τ
′, fd) of the 2D AR(5,1) and
2D AR(10,4) models are depited in Fig 4.18. Correspondingly, the estimated
Doppler PSDs Pˆhfd (fd) and the delay PSDs Pˆhτ ′ (τ
′) of the multihannel 2D
AR models are shown together with the Doppler PSD
ˆ˜Phfd (fd) and the delay
PSD
ˆ˜Phτ ′ (τ
′) of the measured hannel, estimated from the TVFR h˜1,1[m,n], in
Figs. 4.19 and 4.20, respetively. Clearly, the order of the multihannel 2D
AR(5,1) model is underestimated w.r.t. time (see the omment in Subsetion 4.7.2
regarding the results presented in Fig. 4.9).
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Figure 4.18: The delay-Doppler PSD Pˆh(τ
′, fd) of the (a) 2D AR(5,1) model
and (b) 2D AR(10,4) (miro/pio ell site  passageway).
We further analyze the results depited in Figs. 4.19 and 4.20 in terms of
the rst and seond order spetral moments presented in Table 4.5. Clearly, the
estimated spetral moments of the multihannel 2D AR(10,4) model are loser to
the orresponding spetral moments of the measured hannel, ompared to the
spetral moments obtained for the 2D AR(5,1) model and the hannel simulator
based on the model (3.7). As in the previous subsetions, the squared delay spread
of the hannel simulation model (3.7) is smaller than the analogues harateristi
of the measured hannel and the multihannel 2D AR models. Also note that
in spite of the poor agreement between the Doppler PSD Pˆhfd (fd) of the 2D
AR(5,1) model and the estimated Doppler PSD ˆ˜Phfd (fd) of the measured hannel
in Fig. 4.19, the Doppler spetrum moments of the AR(5,1) model are rather lose
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Figure 4.19: The Doppler PSDs for the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) models and
the measured hannel (miro/pio ell site  passageway).
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Figure 4.20: The delay PSDs for the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) models and
the measured hannel (miro/pio ell site  passageway).
to the estimated average Doppler shift and the Doppler spread of the measured
hannel.
The CDFs of the instantaneous hannel apaity (3.48) of the multihannel
2D AR(5,1) and 2D AR(10,4) models as well as the instantaneous apaity CDF
of the measured hannel are shown in Fig. 4.21. The results presented in Fig. 4.21
are omparable to those obtained for the hannel simulator developed in Subse-
tion 3.6.3 and depited in Fig. 3.13. The estimated mean values and the standard
deviations of the apaity for the 2D AR(5,1), 2D AR(10,4), and the measured
hannel are shown in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.5: Spetral moments (miro/pio ell site  passageway).
Measured 2D AR(5,1) 2D AR(10,4) Channel
hannel simulator (3.7)
Doppler shift, −0.275 −0.47 −0.29 −0.63
µfd (Hz) [−0.315,−0.24]
Squared Doppler 16 16.82 15.8 15.23
spread, σ2fd (Hz
2
) [15.88, 16.15]
Delay shift, 2.57 2.56 2.55 2.55
µτ ′ (µs) [2.564, 2.57]
Squared delay 0.022 0.019 0.018 0.013
spread, σ2τ ′ (µs
2
) [0.021, 0.023]
Table 4.6: Estimated mean and standard deviation of the apaity (miro/pio
ell site  passageway).
Measured 2D AR(6,1) 2D AR(9,5)
hannel
Mean, µC (bps/Hz) 8.45 8.7 8.7
Standard deviation, σC (bps/Hz) 1.16 0.825 0.79
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Figure 4.21: Capaity CDFs of the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) models and the
measured hannel for an SNR ρ = 20 dB (miro/pio ell site 
passageway).
4.7.5 Indoor Cell Site
For the real-world hannel onsidered in this subsetion, the multihannel 2D
AR(5,3) and the 2D AR(15,3) models have been hosen based on the results
provided by the ross-validation method and the CMF rule (Subsetion 4.7.1),
respetively. Both models are BIBO stable aording to the stability test (4.23).
In Fig. 4.22, several TCCFs
ˆ˜rti1,i2 [ι] and FCCFs
ˆ˜rf ′i1,i2
[κ], estimated from the
measurement data, as well as the orresponding estimated TCCFs rˆti1,i2 [ι] and
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Figure 4.22: Examples of the estimated TCCFs and FCCFs of the physial han-
nel and the orresponding TCCFs and FCCFs of the multihannel
2D AR(p1,p2) models (indoor ell site).
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the FCCFs rˆf ′i1,i2
[κ] of the multihannel 2D AR(5,3) and 2D AR(15,3) models
are depited. It an be observed that while the inrease in the model order from
(5,3) to (15,3) improves the agreement between the FCCFs ˆ˜rf ′i1,i2
[κ] and rˆf ′i1,i2
[κ],
it worsens the tting between the estimated TCCFs of the multihannel 2D AR
models and the estimated TCCFs of the measured hannel. The results presented
in Fig. 4.22 an be ompared to the results shown in Fig. 3.15
The estimated 2D delay-Doppler PSDs Pˆh(τ
′, fd) of the 2D AR(5,3) and 2D
AR(15,3) models are demonstrated in Fig 4.23. The estimated single-dimensional
Doppler PSDs and the delay PSDs are shown in Figs. 4.19 and 4.20, respetively,
for the multihannel 2D AR(5,3) and AR(15,3) models as well as the orrespond-
ing single-dimensional PSDs estimated from the measured TVFR.
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Figure 4.23: The delay-Doppler PSD Pˆh(τ
′, fd) of the (a) 2D AR(5,1) model;
(b) 2D AR(10,4) (indoor ell site).
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Figure 4.24: The Doppler PSDs for the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) models and
the measured hannel (indoor ell site).
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Figure 4.25: The delay PSDs for the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) models and
the measured hannel (indoor ell site).
The estimated rst and seond order spetral moments for the measured han-
nel and the multihannel 2D AR models are presented in Table 4.7. As in the
previous subsetions, in Table 4.7 we inlude the spetral moments alulated
for the hannel simulator based on the model (3.7) developed in Subsetion 3.6.4
based on the same measured TVFR. It appears that the inrease in the order of
the multihannel 2D AR model from (5,3) to (15,3) does not signiantly inu-
ene the values of the estimated spetrum moments. Again, the alulated delay
spread of the hannel simulator (3.7) is smaller ompared to the delay spread es-
timated from the measurement data and to the delay spread of the multihannel
2D AR models.
Table 4.7: Spetral moments (indoor ell site).
Measured 2D AR(5,3) 2D AR(15,3) Channel
hannel simulator (3.7)
Doppler shift, −1.23 −0.88 −0.845 −1.4
µfd (Hz) [−1.27,−1.2]
Squared Doppler 13.5 13.4 14.2 12.12
spread, σ2fd (Hz
2
) [13.33, 13.66]
Delay shift, 2.394 2.394 2.392 2.383
µτ ′ (µs) [2.391, 2.396]
Squared delay 0.097 0.083 0.086 0.057
spread, σ2τ ′ (µs
2
) [0.094, 0.1]
In Fig. 4.26, the instantaneous hannel apaity CDFs (3.48) of the multihan-
nel 2D AR(5,3) and AR(15,3) models are shown together with the instantaneous
apaity CDF of the measured hannel. As it an be seen from Fig. 4.26, the
instantaneous hannel apaity CDFs of the 2D AR(5,3) and AR(15,3) models
are lose to the instantaneous hannel apaity CDF of the measured hannel.
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The graphs presented in Fig. 4.26 an be ompared to the apaity CDF of the
hannel simulator based on the model (3.7) depited in Fig. 3.17. The estimated
mean values and the standard deviations of the apaity for the 2D AR(5,3), 2D
AR(15,3), and the measured hannel are presented in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Estimated mean and standard deviation of the apaity (indoor ell
site).
Measured 2D AR(6,1) 2D AR(9,5)
hannel
Mean, µC (bps/Hz) 8.17 8.15 8.14
Standard deviation, σC (bps/Hz) 0.83 1 0.85
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Figure 4.26: Capaity CDFs of the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) models and the
measured hannel for the SNR ρ = 20 dB (indoor ell site).
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4.8 Conluding Remarks
In this hapter, we have desribed the use of the multihannel 2D AR model for
simulating MIMO wideband mobile radio hannels. The parameters of the mul-
tihannel 2D AR model are estimated from the measured TVFR of a real-world
prototype hannel. The estimates of the multihannel 2D AR model parameters
an be obtained by solving the set of Yule-Walker normal equations or, alterna-
tively, by employing the PEM method.
One of the main problems assoiated with the multihannel 2D AR model is a
possible instability of a resulting hannel simulator. The stabilization proedure
proposed in this hapter an be used to stabilize the multihannel 2D AR model.
However, due to the large number of the model parameters, the stabilization
proedure might be time onsuming even for the multihannel 2D AR models of
a moderate order, say p1 > 5, p2 > 5 for 2× 2 MIMO systems.
If the multihannel 2D AR model is to be used for generating realizations
of the hannel TVFR, whih do not exeed the duration of several transmitted
symbols, then the method of synthesizing the TVFR in the delay-Doppler domain
an be employed. This method is based on the observation that the lak of the
guaranteed stability of the multihannel 2D AR model is not a serious drawbak
for estimating the delay-Doppler PSD of a wireless hannel. Thus, a spetrum
shaping lter an be reated and applied to an input white noise in the delay-
Doppler domain.
In this hapter, we have onsidered the important harateristis of several
multihannel 2D AR models developed based on the TVFRs of the real-world
hannels measured in dierent propagation environments. The results presented
in this hapter an be ompared to the performane results for the stohasti
hannel simulators designed in Chapter 3. Below is a summary of the key ob-
servations related to the development and performane of multihannel 2D AR
models:
• The multihannel 2D AR model is generally less eient in synthesizing
realizations of the TVFR of a wireless MIMO hannel than the hannel
simulation model (3.7) desribed in Chapter 3. This is due to the fat
that a relatively large amount of data has to be stored in the memory for
alulating the samples of the hannel TVFR. This is true for multihannel
2D AR models represented in the form of (4.3) or (4.22) as well as in the
form of the spetrum shaping lter (4.27).
• Estimating the parameters of the multihannel 2D AR(p1,p2) model an be
haraterized as a moderate omplexity omputational problem. For exam-
ple, the omputational ost of estimating the model parameters by using
the PEM method desribed in Subsetion 4.3.2 an roughly be estimated as
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O
{
(M − p1)(N − p2)N2TN2R
[
(p1p2 + p1 + p2)
2 + (p1p2 + p1 + p2) + 1)
]}
.
• It has been observed that the multihannel 2D AR model even of a relatively
low order, whih provides only a very smooth estimate of the delay-Doppler
PSD of a real-world prototype hannel, is often suient for adequate rep-
resentation of the important statistis of the prototype hannel.
Chapter 5
Veloity Estimation in Wideband
Mobile Stations Equipped With
Multiple Antennas
5.1 Introdution
During the last two deades, a number of publiations has been devoted to the
problem of estimating the MS veloity from the reeived signal in ellular net-
works. Suh interest is due to the fat that signiant improvements in the perfor-
mane of wireless ommuniation systems are possible if the MS speed is known.
For example, the knowledge of the MS veloity allows to minimize the number
of handovers in multilayer ellular networks. Furthermore, the information about
the MS speed an be used to tune up dierent adaptive signal proessing algo-
rithms implemented in the transeivers.
Several methods for estimating the MS veloity an be found in the litera-
ture, see e.g., [8087℄. The performane evaluation of some of the estimation
algorithms, as well as their omparison, are presented in [88, Chapter 5℄ and also
in [89℄. Aording to the theoretial and simulation-based analysis provided in
the referenes, the main fators that ause degradation in the performane of
the available veloity estimators are the additive noise, presene of shadowing,
and the nonisotropi sattering environment. An additional fator, whih is often
omitted from the onsideration, is the limited time interval over whih the hannel
statistis have to be estimated.
Although the existing veloity estimators an be employed without any hanges
in wideband MIMO systems, it is of interest to investigate how additional degrees
of freedom, e.g., signal bandwidth and multiple antennas at a MS, an be uti-
lized to improve the auray of the veloity estimation for dierent propagation
senarios. The results of the investigations might be useful in the ontext of
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developing the newly emerged Ultra Mobile Broadband (UMB) [90℄ and mobile
WiMAX [91℄ tehnologies. It is worth mentioning that the problem of improving
the robustness of MS veloity estimators by taking advantage of a wide bandwidth
and antenna arrays (at the BS), has been reently analyzed in [92℄.
In this hapter, we desribe an MS veloity estimation method designed for
wideband MIMO ommuniation systems [93℄. In our method, the speed of the
MS is estimated using the well-known relationship between the DOAs and the
Doppler shifts that haraterizes the multipath signal omponents. Aording
to [4, Chapter 7℄, the distribution of the DOAs is a funtion of delays. The
assumption that we make regarding the propagation environment is that the mul-
tipath omponents arriving at the MS from a ertain bounded interval of DOAs
an be uniquely identied with a ertain range of propagation delays. This as-
sumption allows us to simplify the otherwise ompliated parameter estimation
algorithms that an be applied to simultaneously estimate the DOAs and the or-
responding Doppler frequenies of the multipath omponents. The performane
of the proposed MS veloity estimator has been evaluated on simulated hannel
TVFRs. The presented results demonstrate that the suggested veloity estimation
algorithm is less sensitive to noise and nonisotropi sattering ompared to several
other known methods. It is also shown how the performane of the proposed MS
speed estimator is aeted by the available signal bandwidth.
The rest of the hapter is organized as follows. In Setion 5.2, we desribe
the model of the hannel TVFR. The MS veloity estimation method is presented
in Setion 5.3. Setion 5.4 provides the results of the performane evaluation.
Conluding remarks are given in Setion 5.5.
5.2 The Time-Variant Frequeny Response of the Chan-
nel
In this setion, we establish the model for the TVFR of a mobile MIMO radio
propagation hannel. In MIMO systems, the MS and the BS are equipped with
antenna arrays onsisting of NMS and NBS elements, respetively. For simpliity
reasons and without loss of generality, we let NBS = 1.
It is assumed that the TVFR vetor H(f ′, t) = [H1(f
′, t), . . . ,HNMS (f
′, t)]T
of the mobile radio hannel onsists of a nite number L of multipath omponents
(f. (3.7)), i.e.,
H(f ′, t) =
L∑
n=1
g(φl)cle
j(2pifdl t−2pif
′τ ′
l
+θl)
(5.1)
where f ′ and t denote the frequeny and time variables, respetively, and Hi(f
′, t),
i = 1, . . . , NMS , is the TVFR of the i-th subhannel. Eah of the L multipath
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omponents is haraterized by the path gain cl, Doppler frequeny fdl , propaga-
tion delay τ ′l , phase shift θl, and the DOA φl. Here, we impliitly assume that
the planar eletromagneti waves propagate horizontally.
The steering vetor g(φ) in (5.1) is dened as [94℄
g(φ) = [g1(φ)e
−jk0〈k,r1〉, . . . , gNMS (φ)e
−jk0〈k,rNMS 〉]T (5.2)
where the vetor ri, i = 1, . . . , NMS , speies the loation of the i-th MS antenna
array element with respet to a hosen referene point; k is a unit vetor pointing
in the diretion of the wave propagation; k0 is the free-spae wavenumber, related
to the wavelength λ by k0 = 2pi/λ. The radiation pattern of the i-th antenna array
element is given by gi(φ), i = 1, . . . , NMS . If the MS is equipped with a uniform
linear array (ULA), we presume that the radiation pattern of the MS antenna
array is eetively restrited to the range of φ ∈ [−pi/2, pi/2] (see, e.g., [65℄),
where the DOA φ is measured w.r.t. the normal to the linear antenna array.
In pratie, the TVFRH(f ′, t) has to be estimated, e.g., using pilot tones as in
orthogonal frequeny division multiplexing (OFDM) ommuniation systems [4℄.
The errors in the estimated TVFR Hˆ(f ′, t) are represented by a omplex spa-
tially unorrelated (independent) additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vetor
w(f ′, t), i.e.,
Hˆ(f ′, t) = H(f ′, t) +w(f ′, t) (5.3)
where eah omponent of the vetor w(f ′, t) = [w1(f
′, t), . . . , wNMS (f
′, t)]T has
zero-mean and variane 2σ2w. Similar to the previous hapters, we assume that
the TVFR H(f ′, t) is estimated at disrete frequenies f ′m = −B/2 + m△f ′ ∈
[−B/2, B/2], m = 0, . . . ,M − 1, and at disrete time instanes tn = n△t ∈ [0, T ],
n = 0, . . . , N − 1, where B and T denote the frequeny bandwidth and the
time observation interval, respetively. The frequeny sampling interval △f ′ and
the time sampling interval △t are onstants. The time sampling interval △t is
supposed to be less than 1/(2fdmax) with the maximum Doppler frequeny dened
as fdmax = v/λc, where v is the speed of the MS and λc = c/fc
1
with c denoting
the speed of light.
5.3 Veloity Estimation Algorithm
In this setion, we desribe the algorithm proposed for estimating the MS velo-
ity. The basi idea behind the algorithm omes from the well-known relationship
between the Doppler frequeny fdl and the DOA φl of the l-th multipath ompo-
nent in (5.1). Under the ondition that the Doppler eet is aused only by the
1
In a typial wideband ommuniation system, the inequality B/fc ≪ 1 still holds, where fc
is the enter frequeny of the modulated bandpass signal.
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MS movement, this relationship an be expressed as
fdl =
v
λc
cos(φl − αv) (5.4)
where v is the MS veloity and αv designates the diretion of the MS movement.
5.3.1 Least-Squares Veloity Estimator
Suppose that estimates of the DOAs {φˆk} and the Doppler frequenies {fˆdk}
of K ≤ L multipath omponents in (5.1) are available. The least-squares (LS)
estimator of the MS veloity v and the diretion of the MS movement αv an be
expressed as
{vˆ, αˆv} = arg min
{v,αv}
{
K∑
k=1
(fˆdk −
v
λc
cos(φˆk − αv))2
}
. (5.5)
Using the identity
v
λc
cos(φˆk − αv) = v
λc
[cos(φˆk) cos(αv) + sin(φˆk) sin(αv)] (5.6)
we an dene the system of linear equations
Ab = fd (5.7)
where
A =


cos(φˆ1) sin(φˆ1)
.
.
.
.
.
.
cos(φˆK) sin(φˆK)

 , (5.8)
b ≡
[
b1
b2
]
=
[
v/λc cos(αv)
v/λc sin(αv)
]
, (5.9)
and
fd = [fˆd1 , . . . , fˆdK ]
T . (5.10)
The LS solution of (5.7) is given by
2
bˆ = (ATA)−1AT fd. (5.11)
Thus, the LS estimate of the MS veloity that solves the minimization problem
2
Sine unertainties due to the estimation errors are present in both the matrix A in (5.9)
and the vetor fd in (5.11), it makes sense to nd the total least-squares (TLS) [95℄ solution for
the vetor b.
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in (5.5) an be written as
vˆ = λc
√
bˆ21 + bˆ
2
2 (5.12a)
αˆv = arctan
(
bˆ2
bˆ1
)
. (5.12b)
5.3.2 Estimation of the Diretion-of-Arrivals and the Doppler
Frequenies
Hypothetially, it seems to be an attrative approah to selet the multipath om-
ponents in (5.1) lustered around a known DOA φ˜k by using, e.g., beamforming
tehniques [96℄. Then, assuming the seleted multipath omponents have approx-
imately the same Doppler frequeny, it is relatively easy to obtain the estimate
fˆdk . In pratie, however, the small aperture (see, e.g., [94℄) of an antenna array
at the MS makes it impossible to onstrut a spatial lter (beamformer) with
good seletivity properties
3
in the angular domain. On the other hand, in wide-
band ommuniation systems, the `aperture' in the frequeny domain, determined
by the signal bandwidth B, is relatively large. Thus, the multipath omponents
in (5.1) with the propagation delays lustered around a known delay τ˜ ′k an be
seleted. Furthermore, we assume that the Doppler spetrum of the multipath
omponents lustered in the delay domain around τ˜ ′k possesses a global maximum,
whih an be assoiated with a ertain Doppler frequeny fdk .
The above-mentioned onsiderations have led to the following algorithm for
estimating the DOAs {φk} and the Doppler frequenies {fdk}, k = 1, . . . ,K.
Step 1. Selet the multipath omponents with the propagation delays, whih
are lose to a speied delay τ˜ ′k hosen as desribed below. For this purpose,
pass the estimated TVFR Hˆi[m,n] = Hˆi[m△f ′, n△t], i = 1, . . . , NMS , of the i-th
subhannel through a delay bandpass lter with the transfer funtion entered at
τ˜ ′k. The ltering operation an be implemented in the form of a disrete Fourier
transform (DFT) as
yi[n; τ˜
′
k] =
1
M
M−1∑
m=0
Hˆi[m,n]e
−j2piτ˜ ′
k
△f ′m
(5.13)
where yi[n; τ˜
′
k] denotes the sampled signal at the output of the bandpass lter.
Step 2. Estimate the DOA φk. Assuming the antenna array alibration
data as well as the loations of the antenna elements w.r.t. the referene point is
available at the MS, the DOA φk an be estimated using the beamforming method
3
By the seletivity properties, we understand the width of the main lobe and the level of the
side lobes of the lter transfer funtion.
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(see, e.g., [94, 96℄)
φˆk = argmax
φk


gH(φk)
(
1
N
∑N−1
n=0 y[n; τ˜
′
k]y
H [n; τ˜ ′k]
)
g(φk)
gH(φk)g(φk)

 (5.14)
where y[k; τ˜ ′k] = [y1[n; τ˜
′
k], . . . , yNMS [n; τ˜
′
k]]
T
, g(φ) is dened in (5.2).
Step 3. Estimate the Doppler frequeny fdk by alloating a maximum of the
periodogram, i.e.,
fˆdk = argmax
fdk

 1N
∣∣∣∣∣
N−1∑
n=0
z[n; τ˜ ′k, φˆk]e
j2pifdk△t n
∣∣∣∣∣
2

 (5.15)
where the sampled funtion z[n; τ˜ ′k, φˆk] is given by
z[n; τ˜ ′k, φˆk] = g
H(φˆk)y[n; τ˜
′
k]. (5.16)
The Steps 13 presented above are illustrated with a signal ow diagram in
Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Signal ow diagram for estimating the DOAs and the Doppler fre-
quenies.
Note that the hoie of the delay bandpass lter used in Step 1 was mainly
governed by the simpliity of implementation. For example, the DFT in Step 1
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an be readily omputed using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). It might be
possible, however, to improve the harateristis of the lter, e.g., by using data
windowing [65, 79℄.
Based on the onduted simulations, we suggest to use as {τ˜ ′k} the loations
of the K highest peaks in the impulse response of the rst subhannel obtained
by taking the FFT of Hˆ1[m,n] w.r.t. the frequeny index m.
On obtaining the estimates {φˆk, fˆdk}, k = 1, . . . ,K, the MS veloity is deter-
mined as desribed in Subsetion 5.3.1.
5.4 Simulation Results
In this setion, we present the results of the performane evaluation for the MS
veloity estimation algorithm desribed in the previous setion.
The performane of the proposed MS veloity estimator has been assessed
on a number of TVFRs H(f ′, t) generated using a simple geometrial model. In
this model, the distane D between the BS and the MS is assumed to be 750 m.
The MS is equipped with a ULA onsisting of two (NMS = 2) omnidiretional
antenna elements separated by a half wavelength distane. The signal frequeny
band is entered at f ′c = 2 GHz. The normal to the MS antenna array points to-
wards the BS. The satterers are uniformly distributed in the region between the
BS and the MS. The dimensions of the region are determined by the maximum
allowed propagation delay τ ′max = 1/△f ′. Thus, the DOAs {φl} of the multi-
path omponents [see (5.1)℄ lie in the range [−pi/2, pi/2] and, therefore, an be
unambiguously estimated. The path gains {cl} are realizations of i.i.d. random
variables, eah having a uniform distribution in the interval [0, 1]. The path gains
are rst normalized, so that
∑L
l=1 c
2
l = 1, then eah of them is multiplied by the
exponential fator exp[log(0.1)(τ ′l − τ ′min)/(τ ′max − τ ′min)], where τ ′min = D/c. The
hosen multipliation fator represents the exponential deay normally observed
in the measured hannel power-delay prole (PDP) [97℄. The diretion of the
MS movement αv is an outome of a random number generator having a uniform
distribution in the interval [0, 2pi). The other parameters are speied as below:
• Number of multipath omponents: L = 230;
• Time interval between snapshots: △t = 1 ms;
• Number of snapshots: N = 100;
• Interval between frequenies: △f ′ = 3.125 · 105 Hz.
Note that the propagation delay τ ′l of the l-th multipath omponent is a fun-
tion of the DOA φl in the synthesized TVFR of the hannel. An example of the
simulated multipath omponents in the delay-DOA plane is depited in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Example of the simulated multipath omponents in the delay-DOA
plane.
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Figure 5.3: Normalized bias as a funtion of the MS veloity and the SNR (B
= 20 MHz).
The performane of the MS veloity estimator is evaluated in terms of the
normalized biasE{(vˆ−v)/v} and the mean-squared relative error (MSRE) E{[(vˆ−
v)/v]2} of the estimates. These two harateristis are shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4,
respetively, for dierent values of the SNR. It an be observed that the normalized
bias and the MSRE are almost independent of the atual MS speed. As expeted,
with inreasing SNR, the veloity estimates beome less biased and have smaller
MSRE.
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Figure 5.4: Mean-squared relative error as a funtion of the MS veloity and
the SNR (B = 20 MHz).
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 demonstrate the degree to whih the performane of the
proposed veloity estimation algorithm depends on the available signal bandwidth
B. It an be seen that for B ≥ 15 MHz the normalized bias and the MSRE do
not hange signiantly. A somewhat greater MSRE in the veloity estimates is
observed for B = 5 MHz.
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Figure 5.5: Normalized bias as a funtion of the MS veloity and the bandwidth
(SNR = 10 dB).
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Figure 5.6: Mean-squared relative error as a funtion of the MS veloity and
the bandwidth (SNR = 10 dB).
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We have also ompared the performane of the proposed MS veloity esti-
mation algorithm with several existing methods, namely: the instantaneous fre-
queny (IF) method [85℄, the level-rossing rate (LCR) method [80℄, the zero-
rossing rate (ZCR) method [80℄, and the ovariane-based (COV) estimation
method [81℄
4
. All of these methods assume isotropi sattering. To satisfy this as-
sumption, the performanes of the veloity estimators have been ompared based
on the TVFRs, generated using the geometrial one-ring simulation model [35℄.
In this model, the satterers are loated on a ring. The DOAs {φn} are realiza-
tions of i.i.d. random variables, eah having a uniform distribution in the interval
[−pi, pi]. All path gains {cn} are equal to 1/
√
N . To avoid the ambiguity in the
estimation of the DOAs {φn}, three neighboring elements of an 8-element omni-
diretional uniform irular array (UCA) are used as the MS antenna. The other
simulation model parameters are unhanged ompared to the hannel simulator
desribed above. The Riian K-fator, whih is zero in this propagation senario,
is assumed known in the IF veloity estimation method.
The normalized bias and the MSRE of the veloity estimates obtained using
the aforementioned estimation methods are depited in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8, respe-
tively. The performane results for the IF, LCR, ZCR, and COV methods are
in agreement with the similar results presented in [88, Chapter 5℄. It an be ob-
served that the proposed veloity estimation method demonstrates smaller bias
and smaller MSRE in the broad range of the onsidered MS speeds.
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Figure 5.7: Normalized bias as a funtion of the MS veloity (SNR = 10 dB, B
= 10 MHz).
4
The hannel statistis required for the veloity estimation by using the IF, LCR, ZCR, and
COV methods have been averaged over M frequenies and NMS subhannels.
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Figure 5.8: Mean-squared relative error as a funtion of the MS veloity (SNR
= 10 dB, B = 10 MHz).
5.5 Conluding Remarks
In this hapter, we have onsidered a method for the veloity estimation in MSs
equipped with multiple antennas and operating over wideband ommuniation
hannels. The veloity is estimated by employing the well-known relationships
between the DOAs, the MS speed, and the Doppler frequenies of the multipath
omponents representing the TVFR of the hannel. The method is based on the
assumption that the Doppler spetrum of the multipath omponents lustered in
the delay domain possesses a global maximum, whih an be assoiated with a
ertain Doppler frequeny.
Using omputer simulations, the performane of the proposed MS veloity
estimation method has been evaluated for dierent SNRs and dierent signal
bandwidths. It has been demonstrated that the new estimation algorithm is
not restrited to isotropi sattering senarios. The proposed veloity estimator
appears to be more robust to noise ompared to several other existing MS speed
estimation methods.
Chapter 6
Summary of Contributions and
Outlook
6.1 Contributions
In this thesis, we have foused on the methods for designing measurement-based
simulation models for wireless ommuniation hannels. Below is the summary of
the ontributions:
• A stationarity test has been proposed for real-world wireless ommuniation
hannels. The test has been extended to validate the stationarity of MIMO
wireless hannels.
• The stationarity of the TVFRs of wireless ommuniation hannels mea-
sured in dierent propagation environments has been analyzed. We have
found that the length of the hannel stationarity intervals dereases as the
number of antennas at the transmitter and the reeiver inreases.
• We have proposed a method for designing measurement-based stohasti
hannel simulation models for time-variant wideband MIMO wireless han-
nels. The method has also been adapted for designing measurement-based
stohasti hannel simulators for wideband SISO and narrowband MIMO
wireless hannels.
• Experimental investigations based on simulations and measurement data
orresponding to various propagation environments have shown that the
proposed method an be used for reating simulators for wireless ommuni-
ation hannels. Additionally, it has been demonstrated that the method is
robust against white noise present in the measurement data.
• We have proposed the multihannel 2D AR model for simulating MIMO
wideband mobile radio hannels. The parameters of the multihannel 2D
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AR model are estimated from the measured TVFR of a real-world hannel.
We have investigated the problem of a possible instability of the resulting
multihannel 2D AR hannel model. A model stabilization proedure has
been proposed to stabilize the multihannel 2D AR model. Also, we have
onsidered synthesizing the TVFRs of MIMO wideband mobile radio han-
nels in the delay-Doppler domain. This hannel simulation method an be
used even in the ase of unstable multihannel 2D AR models.
• We have analyzed the problem of estimating the veloity in wideband MSs
equipped with multiple antennas. Using a developed veloity estimation
algorithm, it has been demonstrated that the MS veloity estimations an
be signiantly improved as ompared to the results provided by several
existing methods.
6.2 Outlook
The results of the basi performane analysis for the stationarity test developed
in Chapters 2 have been presented. However, a more detailed study of the test
behavior under various onditions is required. The purpose of this study is to
investigate the dependene between the level of ondene for an outome of the
stationarity test and the data sample size, i.e., the available signal bandwidth.
The part, whih has not been overed in this dissertation, is the analysis of
eets the errors in representing the orrelation properties in time, frequeny, and
spae produe on the performane of wireless reeivers. Potentially, suh analysis
opens possibilities for optimizing the hoie of the parameters in the algorithm
presented in Chapters 3 and also for reduing the omputational load assoiated
with determining the parameters of the simulation model (3.7).
The methods for designing measurement-based hannel simulators desribed
in Chapters 3 and 4 allow synthesizing realizations of the hannel TVFR with
the orrelation properties approximating those of a prototype real-world hannel.
Presuming that the rst-order PDF of the TVFR of the prototype real-world han-
nel an be approximated by the omplex Gaussian PDF, the hannel simulator
developed by using one of the methods presented in this thesis allows an adequate
analysis of the performane of wireless ommuniation systems. The justiation
for the assumed Gaussianity of real-world radio hannels, inluding empirial re-
sults obtained during multiple measurement ampaigns, an be found in many
referenes. However, it has also been reported in the literature that the estimated
distribution of the TVFR of measured hannels an signiantly deviate from the
omplex Gaussian PDF. In [14℄ and [15℄, it is mentioned that a general approah to
simulating stationary random proesses with speied orrelation properties and
arbitrary rst-order PDFs is based on a non-linear memoryless transformation of
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Gaussian random proesses. A possible appliation of this approah to the devel-
opment of hannel simulators for wireless ommuniation hannels onstitutes an
interesting researh topi.
In the stohasti hannel simulation model presented in Chapter 3, the spae-
time-frequeny orrelation matrix R of the model is represented as a sum of the
Kroneker produts of the matries Rtl , Rf ′l
, and Rgl dened in (3.12), (3.13),
(3.14), respetively. The orrelation matries Rgl , l = 1, . . . , L, an be further
parameterized in terms of the DOAs and DODs. Suh parametrization an redue
the total number of the hannel simulation model parameters. To investigate
this possibility, the measurement data have to be supplemented with aurate
alibration data for the transmitter and reeiver equipment used in a measurement
ampaign.
The methods for designing measurement-based simulation models presented in
this thesis are appropriate for generating wireless hannels that satisfy the wide-
sense stationarity assumption in the delay-Doppler domain. However, as it has
been mentioned above, for real-world hannels this assumption an be aepted
only on limited intervals of time. Therefore, further researh is neessary for de-
veloping measurement-based hannel simulation models apable of reproduing
the quasi-stationary (nonstationary) behavior of physial radio ommuniation
hannels. This subjet is partiularly important for the mobile-to-mobile ommu-
niations, where very short intervals of hannel stationarity an be expeted.
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Appendix A
Measurement Equipment and
Propagation Senarios
The ontent of this appendix is a ompilation of the relevant details, whih have
been found in the two tehnial reports provided by Telenor R&D together with
the measurement data.
A.1 Measurement Equipment
The measurement ampaign was onduted by Telenor R&D in Oslo, Norway, in
July 2003. The measurements were performed using a wideband hannel sounder
with synhronized multiplexing of the transmitter and reeiver antennas. The
hannel sounder was manufatured by SINTEF Teleom and Informatis, Trond-
heim, Norway, on assignment from Telenor R&D. Both the transmitter and the
reeiver were equipped with eight element uniform linear arrays onsisting of ver-
tially polarized retangular path antennas with an inter-element spaing of one-
half wavelength. A linear frequeny hirp signal was used for hannel sounding.
The blok diagrams of the hannel sounder transmitter and reeiver are shown in
Figs. A.1 and A.2, respetively.
The transmitter was mounted on a mobile trolley at the height of 1.5 m above
ground. The reeiver antenna was stationary and mounted on a 1.7 m high tripod
mast. In addition, the following parameters desribing the set up are listed below.
• Carrier frequeny: f ′c = 5.255 GHz;
• Bandwidth: B = 100 MHz;
• Interval between the frequenies: △f ′ = 1.957 · 105 Hz;
• Time between hannel snapshots: △t = 0.07 s;
• Impulse response length: 5.12 µs.
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Figure A.1: Channel sounder transmitter.
 
Figure A.2: Channel sounder reeiver.
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A.2 Propagation Senarios
A.2.1 Miro Cell Site - Regular Street Geometry
This site is a part of Oslo downtown with a regular street grid. The building mass
is homogenous and materials used are mostly brik and onrete. The building
height varies between 20  30 m. In Fig. A.3, the position of the reeiving antenna
is shown.
The measurement route is shown on the map in Fig. A.4. The photo of the
measurement route is depited in Fig. A.5.
Figure A.3: Position of the reeiving antenna (miro ell site  regular street
geometry).
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Figure A.4: Map of the measurement route (miro ell site  regular street ge-
ometry).
Figure A.5: Photo of the measurement route (miro ell site  regular street
geometry).
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A.2.2 Miro Cell Site - Open Market Plae
The seond measurement site is a market square partly lled with market stalls.
The surrounding buildings are of variable size and height. The size of the square
is about 100 × 100m2. One side of the square is approximately 5 m above the
other. The reeiving antenna was plaed at the elevated side of the square. The
position of the reeiving antenna is marked with a red irle in Fig. A.6. The
measurement route is shown in Fig. A.7.
Figure A.6: Position of the reeiving antenna (miro ell site - open market
plae).
Figure A.7: Map of the measurement route (miro ell site  open market plae).
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A.2.3 Miro/Pio Cell Site - Passageway
At the south-east side of the market square, desribed in the previous subsetion,
a pedestrian passageway leads through a building to the next street. The route
is shown on the map in Fig. A.8. This site was hosen for testing the so-alled
`key-hole' eet.
The interior of the passageway is presented in Fig. A.9.
Figure A.8: Map of the measurement route (miro/pio ell site - passageway).
Figure A.9: Photo of the measurement route (miro/pio ell site - passageway).
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A.2.4 Indoor Cell Site
The indoor measurements were performed in the Telenor headquarters building.
This is a modern oe building with open indoor areas. The building materials
used are mostly glass and steel with wood overed omputer oors or stone tiles.
Very few ubile oes are used. The working zones are with a high degree of
openness. The building has an irregular struture.
The interior of the working zone at Telenor headquarters is shown in Fig. A.10.
The map of the measurement route and the photo of the route are shown in
Figs. A.11 and A.12, respetively.
Figure A.10: Working zone interior (indoor ell site).
Figure A.11: Map of the measurement route (indoor ell site).
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Figure A.12: Photo of the measurement route (indoor ell site).
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